HOME ISN’T A PLACE, IT’S A FEELING.

— CECELIA AHERN
Roasting s'mores on an outdoor fire pit while sharing lively stories. Hosting an elegant alfresco dinner party in a perfectly manicured backyard for a loved one's birthday. Cooking a favorite recipe after a full day of meetings. If these sound like moments I have enjoyed at home, think again. These experiences represent some of my favorite recent memories on the go in Deer Valley, Utah; Ojai, California; and New York City, respectively.

I find a distinct beauty in being able to travel and immerse myself in a destination like a long-time local and not a one-time, transient visitor. Where I stay plays a crucial role in my ability to enjoy these experiences through a new lens, and, sometimes, even the most lavish hotel suite leaves me wanting more room to roam and the familiar comforts of home.

In that spirit, we created Preferred Residences as the perfect marriage of the services and amenities of a five-star hotel with the comfortable luxuries of a private residence to help travelers live inspired, whether they are on staycation with a group of all ages or a solo business trip halfway across the globe. Preferred Residences presents a plethora of singular residential travel experiences that will entice you to venture farther while making you feel more connected to home. It is one of the ways you can experience #ThePreferredLife.

When you envision your next adventure, what do you see? Is it sailing along the pristine shoreline of Mexico with an impromptu stop for snorkeling? Or having a personal cooking lesson in a private villa in Thailand that turns into a late-night dinner filled with great food and conversation? Or perhaps it is lounging poolside while rubbing shoulders with famous faces between meetings on your next business trip to Los Angeles? Regardless of what inspires your travels, when staying with Preferred Residences, you feel at home while on the road and can indulge in a daily routine that is perfectly you and anything but ordinary.

From Shanghai, China, and Straffan, Ireland, to Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, and Montego Bay, Jamaica, explore familiar and new destinations alike within our latest Preferred Residences Guide, and enjoy having your journeys take on more personality with these inspiring properties as your home away from home.

Lindsey Ueberroth
Chief Executive Officer
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YOU HAVE A WISH LIST. EVERY TRAVELER DOES.

It may be tucked inside your wallet, stored on your computer, or simply pinned to your imagination, but it is always there — the seemingly endless directory of dreamy destinations to explore. And for more than 50 years, Preferred Hotels & Resorts™ has helped travelers like you see wonders, savor delicacies, and experience the richness of life.

The time you spend in each beautiful locale varies, whether it be a night on the coast, a weekend in wine country, a week at a mountain retreat, or a month overlooking a sprawling metropolis. For those longer stays, when more space is ideal, you have Preferred Residences.

Ranging from beachfront bungalows to countryside cottages to stylish suites in the city, our Preferred Residences collection is conveniently divided into two categories — Hotel Residences, for enjoying all the amenities and features of a hotel with the feel of a vacation home; and Apartment Residences, for embracing a more independent experience in what feels like a second home. Choose what suits your trip, and we’ll see you soon.

To explore the latest additions to the Preferred Residences portfolio, visit PreferredHotels.com/Residences.
PREFERRED RESIDENCES
ICONS

Look for these icons to help you craft your perfect travel experience.

PREFERRED GOLF CLUB™
Official member of Preferred Golf Club.

CONCIERGE
Offers dedicated concierge services.

EVENT SPACE
Features at least one event venue or meeting space.

FITNESS
Has a gym and/or fitness center.

FOOD & WINE
Offers a special or unique gastronomic experience.

PET-FRIENDLY
Allows pets on premises.

POOL
Features a swimming pool.

SPA
Has a full-service spa on premises or offers spa services.
HOME AS SOON AS YOU ARRIVE.

Disappear from ordinary and experience the highest level of luxurious living around the world. Hotel Residences treat you and yours to the splendor and fun of a five-star hotel while providing you with the relaxing opportunity to spread out and relish the comforts of home.

Indulge in oceanfront spa treatments, chase thrills on a jungle zipline, play a round of golf on a championship course, watch a chef prepare a locally sourced in-suite meal, or have a game and movie night with your loved ones, all without having to go anywhere. Your extraordinary stay has everything you need for the most relaxing or adventurous vacation of your life.

Found in the world’s most desired destinations, from the flower-field idyll of a bustling mountain resort to the quietest cove of a tropical island, our remarkable collection of Hotel Residences combines all the amenities of a fully serviced hotel with the relaxed atmosphere of somewhere you live. See the world, one home at a time.
The Temple House

CHENGDU CHINA

Nestled in the heart of the city’s commercial area, The Temple House blends traditional and modern design, modeled after the historic Daci Temple of the Jin Dynasty. With elegant accents of bamboo and stone paths, this boutique hotel invites you to a stay that celebrates art, heritage, and hospitality. Enjoy a cozy retreat as you explore the city’s many attractions, such as the boutiques of Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li Chengdu and the fascinating facilities of the Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding.

Accommodations
Minimalist décor and a muted palette of earthy tones establish a sense of serenity throughout your residence, enhanced by the comfort of lavish down bedding, breathtaking city views, and a spa-inspired bathroom. Settle into a retreat that includes a Bowers & Wilkins soundbar in select residences and all that you need to feel at home, from a tumble washer-dryer to a kitchen of modern appliances.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
Whatever your fancy, this hotel seems to have it — Chinese vegan dishes and a multitude of teas at blissful MI XUN Teahouse, French bistro cuisine in the bright and vibrant atmosphere of The Temple Café, Italian favorites with a rich, European ambiance at Tivano, and expertly prepared cocktails at the colorfully modern speakeasy-style Jing Bar.

Activities
Beside the charmingly restored Qing Dynasty courtyard, find yourself being soothed and pampered at MI XUN, the hotel’s urban day spa. Extend your body treatment with a swim in the exquisitely designed 25-m (80-ft) indoor pool or a workout at the state-of-the-art gym, featuring Technogym equipment.
Accommodations
A thoughtful, spacious design with traditional Chinese touches presents a warm, relaxed atmosphere and a bright and roomy environment. Amenities include an at-home starter kit that includes your preferred household items as well as your favorite drinks and snacks. Make use of the full kitchen or order in-room dining from Café Gray Deluxe, available 24 hours and able to be tailored to your dietary preferences.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
See how renowned chef Gray Kunz captures international cuisine with a unique, signature style, or lean more toward casual with the inviting environment and authentic Italian cuisine of Frasca. To maintain a local vibe, explore the creative and contemporary Chinese cuisine of Sui Tang Li, featuring Cantonese, Sichuan, and Shanghainese favorites.

Activities
Relax your mind with soothing body treatments at urban day spa MI XUN, or enjoy a tranquil lounge in the sauna or the steam room. Keep your body in shape with sessions of group fitness classes, laps in the heated indoor pool, and workouts in the 24-hour gym. For the extras, visit the ColorMAD nail salon or the retail haven known as The Lab.

The Middle House

SHANGHAI
CHINA

A downtown gem near iconic attractions such as The Bund and The Former French Concession, The Middle House stuns from the start with interiors by renowned, Milan-based designer Piero Lissoni and architecture by Wong & Ouyang. The hotel keeps things easy for you, from paperless arrival and departure to your very own IPTV and Native Union x La Boîte Bluetooth speaker. In fact, the hotel ensures that getting around the bustling city is a breeze as well, thanks to house bikes that are available for exploring the neighborhood.
Primus Residence
Shanghai Hongqiao

SHANGHAI
CHINA

Within walking distance to the National Exhibition and Convention Center, Primus Residence Shanghai Hongqiao puts you in middle of China’s cultural, economic, financial, and trade capital. With a minimum two-week stay, you are treated with prestige, thanks to the many guest services offered by the friendly, knowledgeable staff — child care, courier, housekeeping, laundry, limousine, shoe shine, and valet, to name a few.

Accommodations
From your walk-in closet to your bathroom’s rain shower, your residence gives you plenty of room. Ranging 40 sq m (430 sq ft) to 170 sq m (1,830 sq ft), these residences fill with natural light during the day and twinkling skyline views at night. After enough exploring of the city’s hot spots, make proper use of your full kitchen and enjoy a meal together in your dining area.

Bedrooms: 1, 3

Dining
Settle into the cozy yet sharply designed environment of The Library, a modern, atmospheric bar with a stylish fireplace and a unique collection of books. Sample a number of tapas with a well-crafted cocktail or a selection from the lounge’s impressive wine list. Reading has never felt this indulgent or chic.

Activities
Venture out into the lively city to explore its many dynamic attractions, such as The Jin Mao Tower and The Oriental Pearl Tower. You can also take a Huangpu River cruise to float by the vibrant evening skyline while dining on Chinese and Western cuisine.
On a gentle hillside overlooking pristine Kamala Bay, Andara Resort & Villas offers the pinnacle of tropical living, from private infinity pools to beachside service. Masterfully designed to deliver exquisite dream-like luxury while blending into the awe-inspiring natural surroundings, the resort grounds and architecture are sights to behold. With a stay here, you are just minutes from the Phuket FantaSea theme park as well as world-class beaches, dining, golfing, and shopping.

Accommodations
Breathtakingly colorful views of the Andaman Sea fill the expansive windows of your hillside villa, with the lush, dramatically landscaped exterior flowing into your sophisticated and stylishly designed living and dining areas. Each extraordinary retreat comes with a private pool and a personal chef, ensuring that your life exists in perfect harmony with your stunning surroundings.

Bedrooms: 1-7

Dining
Experience the best of Thai cuisine at Silk, where you sip pre-dinner drinks at the cozy, chic bar and savor local flavors made with time-honored techniques, surrounded by floor-to-ceiling windows and cultural art. Staying in can be just as glamorous, with a private chef preparing extensive and authentic Thai and international dishes in your villa.

Activities
Craft exactly the kind of vacation you want, whether that means chartering a private yacht, taking a cooking class, playing tennis, going scuba diving, or indulging in an Ayurvedic or Javanese massage at the spa. Sign up for private muay thai, Pilates, tai chi, or yoga at the fitness center.
Sedona Suites
Ho Chi Minh City

HO CHI MINH CITY
VIETNAM

Housed in the landmark Saigon Centre, in the heart of District 1 along Le Loi Boulevard, Sedona Suites Ho Chi Minh City places you just blocks from the Saigon River, near all the excitement. Relax at the on-site Residents’ Lounge or in the outdoor Jacuzzi before exploring notable tourist attractions, such as Ben Thanh Market, Reunification Palace, and Notre-Dame Cathedral Basilica of Saigon.

Accommodations
All-suite accommodations are found across the hotel’s two towers, Grand Tower and Orchid Tower, putting you above the skyline in style. From your in-room entertainment system including a soundbar to your fully equipped kitchen boasting a built-in oven, your relaxing stay comes with the comforts of home. For anything else, reach out to the 24-hour reception desk team.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
Experience the warm hospitality of Sky28 as you explore its varied menu, featuring Southeast Asian cuisine, Vietnamese favorites, and international fare. With a location on the 28th floor, the restaurant delivers awe-inspiring skyline views from its floor-to-ceiling windows amid a simple, refined design aesthetic.

Activities
Explore Saigon Centre’s 400 fashion retailers, dining options, and home furnishing brands, and then unwind at the pool or in the sauna. You can also stay active at the fitness center, fitted with state-of-the-art equipment, and let your kids have a blast at the children’s outdoor play area.
Sherwood Suites

HO CHI MINH CITY
VIETNAM

Near the Central Business District, historical sites, renowned parks, and nightlife hot spots, Sherwood Suites offers you a personal sanctuary serviced by a friendly, multilingual staff, whether you have arrived for a short stopover or an extended stay. Bounce between the hotel’s on-site fun and local landmarks, business destinations, and entertainment venues, courtesy of the hotel’s complimentary, hourly shuttle service. Explore the country’s most exciting city in style.

Accommodations
Feeling at home is a breeze in your serviced apartment, ranging 75 sq m (805 sq ft) to 120 sq m (1,270 sq ft), enhanced with amenities that include a fully equipped kitchen, a separate washer and dryer area, and a spacious, marble-lined bathroom with a rain shower and a free-standing bathtub. Lounge in style with furniture from Italian design house B&B Italia and stylish, anti-allergen wooden floors, surrounded by floor-to-ceiling windows.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1-2

Dining
Explore all-day dining, from a breakfast buffet to an à la carte menu of Asian and Mediterranean cuisine, at the on-site restaurant. Settle in at the Lobby Bar for creative cocktails as well as fresh smoothies, juices, and coffee, or head to the Pool Bar for refreshing drinks amid a laid-back poolside ambiance. In-room dining is also available.

Activities
After a day of local exploration, relax in the sauna, the steam bath, or the outdoor Jacuzzi, or go for a soothing dip in the pool. For more of a workout, use the treadmills or the weights at the 24-hour fitness center. For a social experience, visit the indoor kids playground with your younger traveling companions or the sports room for billiards, darts, or foosball.
Accommodations
Crisp white bedding, dark window shutters, and a color palette of soft neutrals exude breezy Caribbean atmosphere at these beachfront villa suites. Choose between 180 sq m (1,930 sq ft) and 265 sq m (2,825 sq ft) — each one featuring a private terrace, a large living room, and a fully equipped kitchen — and listen to the waves roll from the comfort of an evening swim in your private pool with treats from the 24-hour room service.

Bedrooms: 2-3

Dining
Delight in casual beachfront dining at 20 Knots, known for Caribbean and Latin American flavors. For seasonal fine dining, venture to Stone for sea-to-table entrees and a selection of fine wines. If lounging sounds better, try one of the more than 100 small-batch rums at Rhum Room or enjoy an inventive cocktail at outdoor Shoal Bay Zemi Beach Club.

Activities
Find harmony at Zemi Thai House Spa, a sanctuary of private spa suites housed in an authentic 300-year-old Thai house. Keep limber by hiking local nature trails, snorkeling around Little Bay, or swimming with dolphins. Otherwise, sunset cruises and glass-bottom boat tours make for the perfect mix of excitement and relaxation.

Zemi Beach House Hotel & Spa

A sprawling, oceanfront resort spread across three hectares (six acres), Zemi Beach House Hotel & Spa is surrounded by lush greenery, exotic wildlife, and a stunning reef just inches from the shoreline. On an island just 24 km (15 mi) long and 5 km (3 mi) wide, any experience here feels exclusive. Make the most of the colorful destination by playing a round at its championship golf course or taking day trips to the nearby islands of Saint Martin and Saint Barthélemy.
Accommodations
Each villa features a private balcony or patio that comes with sweeping views of tropical gardens, turquoise waters, or the pristine golf course. Individually decorated with plenty of space, each residence boasts custom furnishings, a full-size washer and dryer, and a gourmet kitchen of modern appliances, including a sub-zero refrigerator. Hire a private chef to make exquisite use of it.

Bedrooms: 1-4

Dining
Savor an authentic taste of the Caribbean with a Bahamian Dinner Night or an Island BBQ & Junkanoo Bonfire at The Palapa Grill, known for its fresh, local ingredients and tropical cocktails. For a special night out, talk to the concierge to set up a private meal with a dedicated chef’s menu on The Overlook Palapa or Ocean View Terrace.

Activities
See what the ocean’s finest offerings can do for your skin and body when used in transformative treatments at SeaStar Spa. For a sense of adventure, make use of the complimentary kayaks and paddleboards. You can also play the acclaimed Greg Norman-designed golf course or head to picturesque Pelican Beach for snorkeling.
Discover a flourishing garden-like setting spread across 8 hectares (20 acres) on an exclusive island as your escape from ordinary. At Pink Sands Resort, you stroll private, palm-shaded paths that meander through lush, rambling gardens of flowering hibiscus, frangipani, and fruit trees. Embrace the ideal island life with fresh coastal cuisine, tropical cocktails, and personalized, first-class service, all while surrounded by swaying palm trees and miles of pink, sandy beaches.

Accommodations
Old World charm meets modern luxury at this real-life hidden paradise. Dark hardwood floors, generous windows, and an expansive outdoor living space with a plunge pool suit the beloved British West Indies architecture of each cottage-like villa. Overlooking a five-km (three-mi) stretch of powdery, pink beach, each of these discreetly elegant retreats provides you with plenty of space and relaxed ambiance.

Bedrooms: 2

Dining
At Blue Bar & Restaurant, extraordinary indoor and outdoor views are immediate, making the iconic eatery a lovely spot for sunsets, complete with salty breezes. For a bit more pampering, find yourself surrounded by British colonial elements, terraced gardens, and rich, tasteful furnishings at Malcolm 51, known for elegant dishes and unique cocktails.

Activities
There is something for everyone at this idyllic hideaway, whether you wish to indulge in a massage, head out on a coastal bike ride, play a few games of tennis, or go kayaking, paddleboarding, or snorkeling. You also have the opportunity to book charters for thrilling reef dives and exciting deep-sea fishing trips.
Half Moon

MONTEGO BAY, ST. JAMES JAMAICA

Spread across 162 hectares (400 acres) of manicured grounds and two mi (three km) of beachfront, Half Moon is one of the Caribbean’s most iconic destinations and home to the Rose Hall Villas. Escape everyday life to a mesmerizing oasis that comes with an 18-hole championship golf course as well as the largest spa in the Caribbean. Stroll flowered pathways shaded by palm trees and realize you truly are in paradise.

Accommodations
Feel a million miles from ordinary at the Rose Hall Villas, bordered by picturesque coastline and surrounded by tropical gardens. Enhanced by a dedicated butler, housekeeper, and private pool, each villa is well-appointed with colonial-style mahogany furnishings and comes with a garden or ocean view. Be sure to take advantage of your dedicated cook for custom menus and dishes.

Bedrooms: 4-7

Dining
Savor modern Jamaican cuisine in an elegant setting at the award-winning Sugar Mill Restaurant, Caribbean cuisine at the Great House Restaurant, fresh seafood at Delmare, or Italian classics at Il Giardino. For casual beachside fare, head to Spice or Hayward Bar & Grill. For a party, Sunrise Beach comes alive with a night of Jamaican barbecue and music.

Activities
The possibilities for fun are endless here. Play 18 holes at the award-winning golf course, indulge in an aromatherapy steam at Fern Tree Spa, ride or swim with horses at the equestrian center, play tennis on any of the 11 on-site courts, or treat your adventurous side to the resort’s watersports.
Cap Maison Resort & Spa

Set above beautiful Smugglers Cove on a private, 607-hectare (1,500-acre) former sugar plantation, Cap Maison Resort & Spa is a family-owned and -managed retreat, offering an intimate collection of stylishly designed villa suites alongside the island’s most well-stocked wine cellar and two of its best restaurants. At this five-star boutique escape, you are near all the markets, shops, and hot spots of the island’s capital of Castries and prominent tourism area of Rodney Bay.

Accommodations
Whether overlooking the resort’s picture-perfect courtyard or the breathtaking blue ocean, your villa suite is your private island sanctuary. Here, you sleep extraordinarily well thanks to the king-size bed’s down pillows and Egyptian cotton sheets and cozily sink into the rich fabrics of colonial-style hardwood furniture. Enjoy the full kitchen and separate dining area, where each meal feels like home.

Bedrooms: 1-4

Dining
Offering an exciting culinary fusion of Caribbean and French influences, The Cliff at Cap delivers innovative dishes alongside a sensational wine list within a classic island setting of unobstructed sea views. At The Naked Fisherman Beach Bar & Grill, barbecued meat and grilled seafood takes center stage just above the soothing lapping of waves.

Activities
For adventure, explore a multitude of watersports, charter the hotel’s exclusive luxury yacht, or head out on guided hikes and trail runs via The Cap Maison Running and Hiking Club. To relax, indulge in an exfoliation ritual or a hot stone massage at Spa Maison or treat your body to a yoga class.
Marigot Bay Resort and Marina

MARIGOT BAY
SAINT LUCIA

On Marigot Bay, Saint Lucia’s most stunning marina, sits one of the Caribbean’s most beloved destinations. Marigot Bay Resort and Marina offers an idyllic tropical escape with genuine Calypso hospitality and a family-oriented warmth. Craft your ideal vacation experience, whether it be thrilling or relaxing, at the resort or elsewhere on the island, from aerial trams and sunset cruises to the soulful, tailored experiences of Auriga Spa.

Accommodations
Overlooking the shimmering bay or the twinkling resort, your residence comes with a spacious living room, a cozy dining room, and a kitchen fully fitted with state-of-the-art equipment, all to ensure that you have total comfort and convenience when you aren’t relaxing at the pool or exploring the rest of the island. Turndown service here is next level, as the staff leaves handwritten notes and cookies.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
Find yourself in the perfect setting for modern, seasonal Caribbean cuisine at The Grill, enjoy a stylish rum tasting with casual dining at Rum Cave, or watch yachts float in and out of the marina at Hurricane Hole Bar & Restaurant. If you want a bit more seclusion, in-room dining as well as private dining with a view are available.

Activities
Live an exciting life through multiple outdoor activities — hiking, kayaking, sailing, scuba diving, snorkeling, and ziplining, to name a few — or get crafty with body scrub workshops, cocoa tea-making lessons, cooking courses, couples massage classes, hand lotion-making experiences, and rum infusion tutorials.
PROVIDENCIALES
TURKS & CAICOS

Overlooking the white-sand beaches of Grace Bay, West Bay Club is your gateway to some of the islands’ best snorkeling, from Smith's Reef to Princess Alexandra National Park and Coral Gardens. Just minutes from Turtle Cove Marina, this beachfront sanctuary is a captivating blend of tranquility and accessibility. Close to the National Environment Center, you have the opportunity to experience the beauty of the natural habitat on grand display.

Accommodations
Boasting one sweeping view after another, these residences are sized between 110 sq m (1,200 sq ft) and 355 sq m (3,800 sq ft). Each one features an oceanfront terrace with outdoor furniture, making for one of the area’s best spots for sunset. A breezy, beachy palette of blues, browns, tans, and whites sets a soothing mood to sink into a scene of picturesque ocean views filling the floor-to-ceiling windows.

Bedrooms: 1-4

Dining
For a sensational beach dining experience, especially at dusk, make a reservation at contemporary and open-air eatery Drift, known for its creative use of local ingredients and a location directly upon the shores of Grace Bay Beach. Meanwhile, for the best start to the day, enjoy a full American breakfast at Bar + Kitchen.

Activities
Explore the coast on a kayak or with a snorkel, venture inland on a bicycle, or take it easy with an aromatic body wrap at Anani Spa. Plus, thanks to the complimentary supervision of the KidsTown program, an adult morning here and there is readily available. Just be sure to attend the weekly fish fry at Lower Bight Park.
Las Terrazas Resort and Residences

SAN PEDRO, AMBERGRIS CAYE
BELIZE

At the south end of Belize’s biggest island, Las Terrazas Resort and Residences overlooks glistening white-sand beach and the Caribbean Sea’s crystal-clear waters. The resort sports a modern design while honoring local life through little touches, such as spa therapies incorporating Belizean chocolate and sea salt. Surrounded by the Northern Hemisphere’s largest barrier reef, this destination is ideal for both adventure and relaxation.

Accommodations
Ranging from 95 sq m (1,000 sq ft) to 290 sq m (3,100 sq ft), these beachfront sanctuaries deliver a breezy island ambiance with locally handcrafted furnishings and roomy layouts filled with natural light. An elegant aesthetic weaves throughout, from the granite countertops to the travertine floors. Fill your residence with flavorful aromas in your fully equipped kitchen and watch the radiant sun set from your balcony or patio.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
For a truly enchanting culinary experience, book a private dinner on the beach and savor a custom O Restaurant menu of classic Belizean dishes, international cuisine, Caribbean-inspired favorites, or fresh, locally sourced dinner specials. Be sure to top the evening off with an expertly crafted, Caribbean-themed cocktail at the Rooftop Sky Lounge.

Activities
With so much natural beauty, the hotel’s complimentary bicycles, hobie cats, kayaks, paddleboards, and water bikes make local exploration a must. Treat your more adventurous side to cave tubing excursions or tours of Mayan ruins. Decompress later at the spa with a hot stone massage or a raw sugar body polish.
Accommodations
Whether a cozy flat or a spacious villa, your extraordinarily well-appointed, fully serviced residence gives you the welcoming impression that you are part of a community. Lounge on your private patio or balcony, play a game in your living room, or make new friends in the public spaces right outside your door. Your experience is up to you, as features such as a courtyard, a hot tub, a plunge pool, and a rooftop terrace vary by property.

Bedrooms: 1-7

Dining
Dine on fresh, locally sourced burgers, salads, or seafood, with bonuses like hammocks and live music, at beachside Limonada. Savor coastal cuisine and farm-to-table dishes alongside panoramic sunset views at adults-only Sentido Norte. Enjoy cocktails, finger foods, and arguably the area’s best tacos at the Beach Club.

Activities
From beachfront yoga beneath an almendro tree to watersports such as boogie boarding, kayaking, paddleboarding, and snorkeling, there is plenty to do, whether on a family vacation or a romantic getaway. With the surrounding hills so close, you can go hiking, mountain biking, and trail running as well.

Santarena Hotel
LAS CATALINAS
COSTA RICA

On a quaint and dreamy stretch of vibrant Pacific Ocean coastline, a picturesque car-free town plays host to the charming and sustainable Santarena Hotel. Surrounded by more than 405 hectares (1,000 acres) of spectacular, tropical dry forest hills and valleys, this beachside hideaway is composed of and connected to colorful shops, parks, and plazas, all interwoven with nature, as the architecture has been designed for substantial outdoor living.
ROYAL ANTIBES

ANTIBES FRANCE

Between Cannes and Nice, a scenic stretch of the charismatic Old Town of Antibes offers a magical French Riviera experience. Whether your interests lean more toward culinary excellence, historical sightseeing, or thrilling watersports, ROYAL ANTIBES puts you in the perfect spot to explore. From dreamily inhaling the scents of spices at local markets to lounging in a beach chair beneath the Côte d’Azur sunshine, this destination is bliss.

Accommodations
Sporting views of the cape, the city, the mountains, or the sea, each residence is located on the top story of the hotel and is stylishly adorned with welcoming and harmonious contemporary décor. Complete with a fully equipped kitchen and an outdoor terrace featuring deck furniture, your private retreat comes with unlimited use of the fitness studio, the hammam, the hot tub, and the sauna.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
Indulge in creative Mediterranean cuisine at Café Royal, a renowned, chic brasserie of black and white ultramodern design. Sip a cocktail or a coffee while lounging at the hotel’s private beach with bossa nova tunes rolling over you. Head to The Bar for prosecco and cocktails that range from stellar classics to contemporary favorites.

Activities
Escape to the Royal Spa for aromatic scrubs and deep, personalized massages. For a livelier experience, hit the water for rafting, tubing, wakeboarding, and water skiing. You can also head a bit further to Villeneuve-Loubet for jet ski jaunts and Salis Beach for a game of beach volleyball at a championship court.
Accommodations
Furnished to luxurious Parisian perfection, your residence is your corner of the world in the “City of Lights”. The suite style of these residences ranges from classic, cosmopolitan elegance to well-designed, contemporary splendor, each one boasting a fully equipped kitchenette. Most of them come with a spacious living room. Enjoy your large private terrace with a stay in a Terrace Suite.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
Melt into the warm and welcoming atmosphere of Restaurant Le Magnum, where fine, seasonal ingredients pair extraordinarily well with selections from an extensive wine list. Meanwhile, a delicious homemade dining experience can be had in your residence’s dining area or on your private terrace, courtesy of room service.

Activities
Breeze into your Parisian life with a jet lag massage and a moisturizing flash at MAJClub. The on-site spa has everything from hammam rituals to aquatic fitness programs in the 50-ft (15-m) pool. Once rejuvenated, you have run of the city, as the Eiffel Tower, Musée Baccarat, and Place du Trocadéro are all nearby.
Accommodations
Step into the 3,160-sq-m (34,000-sq-ft) private manor hotel, welcomed by its grand staircase and surrounding chandeliers and artwork, and experience your own personal wonderland. Designed like a luxurious countryside gem of a bygone era, the elegant estate comes with a stunning set of private amenities, including a swimming pool with a swim-up bar and an atmospheric cinema with comfortable recliners.

Bedrooms: 10

Dining
At Straffan House, you are treated to private meals like royalty, thanks to a personal chef and a lavish long-table dining room. If you feel like going for a stroll, breakfast is also available at The River Room, lunch is had at Media Puzzle Lounge, and dinner is savored at The Byerley Turk. Meanwhile, afternoon tea is served in the Chinese Dining Room.

Activities
Famous for its Ryder Cup Course and Smurfit Course, this hotel delivers the ultimate championship golf experience. When your agenda isn’t teeing off, head to the acclaimed K Spa or bring out your adventurous side with archery, clay pigeon shooting, falconry, horseback riding, and kayaking.
Parco San Marco Lifestyle Beach Resort

CIMA DI PORLEZZA/LAKE LUGANO ITALY

Surrounded by rolling mountains on the pristine waters of Lake Lugano, just down the road from Lake Como, Parco San Marco Lifestyle Beach Resort makes for a breathtaking paradise, featuring a private beach, a meditation pavilion, and access to a nearby par-70 golf course by Menaggio & Cadenabbia. If you are traveling with children, they too can have their best vacation, thanks to three kids clubs.

Accommodations

Boasting a stunning lake view or a gorgeous garden view, your suite residence is a spacious, bright retreat. Each suite comes with complimentary access to SPA San Marco as well as Club Bim Bam Bino, if you are traveling with children. For a more romantic escape, stay at Villa Olivo, a hilltop hideaway that comes with a fireplace, a hot tub, and a terrace.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining

Known for a variety of Italian cuisine, this resort offers an elegant, adults-only experience at Gourmet Restaurant “La Musa”, a regularly refreshed menu at “La Veranda” Restaurant, a magnificent lakeside panorama at Ristorante & Pizzeria “46° Parallelo”, and a classic Italian meal in a 200-year-old vaulted cave at La Masseria Beach Terrace & Grill.

Activities

Treat yourself to a body wrap with mud from the Dead Sea at SPA San Marco, which features hydro-massage showers and two swimming pools. For excitement, paraglide above the lakes, rock climb in the mountain forest, or liven up your day with sporting activities, such as cycling, golfing, hiking, and Nordic walking.
Found on Sardinia’s famed Emerald Coast, in a location that feels practically secret, Grand Hotel Poltu Quatu is made up of little white buildings embellished with gardens. Facing La Maddalena Archipelago, the architecturally enchanting resort makes for an intimate and peaceful experience, providing you with a wellness center, a private shuttle to the beach, and a locale within walking distance of the charming sea-view promenade.

Accommodations
Blessing any stay with views of the green hills, the shimmering sea, or the quaint village, each of these comfortable and refined apartments features separate dining, living, and kitchen areas as well as a relaxed, atmospheric terrace. The Penthouse is especially grand, with a marvellous view of the Marina dell’Orso and the accompanying fjord nestled in the emerald sea.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
At Maymon, find yourself enamored with sea views and a unique fusion of Mediterranean cuisine with Sarindian and Oriental flavors.
At Tanit, relish tasty seafood dishes while overlooking the Poltu Quatu fjord. At Ishter, simple dishes of grilled meat and fish go a long way, with a varied menu for all kinds of guests.

Activities
Treat your body to a healthy life while on vacation, whether it is spent playing tennis or soccer, lounging in the beauty center’s sauna or hammam, or hitting the fitness center for personal training or a yoga session. Explore the area in depth and make it to the beautiful beaches of Costa Smeralda, just a few minutes away.
Finca Cortesín Hotel, Golf & Spa

CASARES
SPAIN

Sporting an avant-garde design inspired by Andalusian architecture, Finca Cortesín Hotel, Golf & Spa embodies the vibrant Mediterranean lifestyle, from the welcome drink and authentic tapas to the seasonal fruit bowl and freshly hand-cut country flowers placed in each residence. Set on a 215-hectare (531-acre) estate less than a mile from the beach, this serene resort boasts a 6,000-sq-m (64,585-sq-ft) beach club and a reputation for impeccable service and superb cuisine.

Accommodations
With 420 sq m (4,520 sq ft) of luxurious space, each villa breezily unites indoor and outdoor living areas, so your stay is cozy, whether you choose to spend it relaxing by the log-wood fireplace or soaking up Andalusian sunshine in the vast gardens or tranquil private pool. Complimentary services here include valet parking and golf shoe cleaning.

Bedrooms: 2, 4

Dining
Watch your expectations be sublimely surpassed with the hotel’s dynamic culinary offerings. These include masterful interpretations of classic Spanish dishes at El Jardín de Lutz, signature Japanese-Mediterranean fusion at Michelin-starred Kabuki Raw, and innovative twists on century-old Italian recipes at Don Giovanni.

Activities
With more than 300 sunny days a year, this area is ready to be your playground, from horseback riding to kitesurfing. Golf at one of Spain’s greatest courses, a demanding par-72 with more than 100 bunkers. Indulge your senses at the 2,200-sq-m (23,680-sq-ft) spa, exploring its extensive menu and 25-m (80-ft) heated saltwater pool.
Accommodations
See Mallorca in style with a stay at a luxury country home, featuring tasteful ambiance that includes well-designed furniture, a high-end SieMatic kitchen, and an elegant infinity pool. Dotted across 350 hectares (865 acres), your choice of finca or villa delivers the utmost privacy and tranquility. With a range of 185 sq m (1,990 sq ft) to 390 sq m (4,200 sq ft), you have room to truly stretch out with long-distance views all around.

Bedrooms: 2-4

Dining
Beloved eatery Carrossa blends Mediterranean cuisine with Mallorcan influences for a fine-dining experience that is healthy, seasonal, and innovative. Bistro Badia offers a wide selection of tapas, creative sandwiches, housemade burgers, refined pasta dishes, and freshly caught fish. Bar Oro serves expertly prepared cocktails and critically acclaimed wines.

Activities
From biking paths, running trails, and yoga sessions to paella cookouts, wine tastings, and live music, there is plenty of fun to be had at this escape. If you are willing to venture further, four 18-hole golf courses are within a 15-minute drive, and you can also explore the island’s famed Dragon Caves or the idyllic dunes of Cala de Mesquida.

Carrossa Hotel-Spa-Villas
MALLORCA SPAIN

On Mallorca, the largest of the Balearic Islands, off the east coast of Spain, Carrossa Hotel-Spa-Villas sits amid enchanting countryside and manicured gardens above the blue bay of Alcúdia. Nestled on Llevant Hill, surrounded by almond and olive trees, the holiday hot spot is near the charming town of Artà as well as picturesque beaches and coves. The resort is best known for its spa, featuring an opulent, light-flooded indoor pool as well as a bio-sauna and a Finnish sauna.
Accommodations
Your timbered mountain lodge residence makes for one of Scandinavia’s most spectacular villa getaways. Offering thrilling views of Åredalen, the 700-sq-m (7,535-sq-ft) private retreat features a gym, a sauna, a kitchen with a dining area, and its own guesthouse. The lodge’s services are adapted to your needs, so it is up to you to self-cater or hire a private chef to make delicious delicacies in your kitchen.

Bedrooms: 7

Dining
At the hotel’s Restaurant and Bar, breakfast is a well-stocked, ecological buffet, lunch is à la carte with a view, and dinner is a seasonal, nature-inspired meal made with locally sourced ingredients. For the moments between meals, there is the lobby bar, offering a curated menu that includes innovative cocktails and fresh bread from the on-site bakery.

Activities
With a dedicated ski-in, ski-out location, you can hit the snowy slopes directly from the property. In the warmer seasons, take to local trails for hiking around the lodge. For more relaxing days and evenings, head to the nearby village for restaurants, bars, boutiques, and guided tours.
The Alpina
Gstaad

GSTAAD
SWITZERLAND

Surrounded by the Swiss Alps’ dynamic serenity of the Bernese Oberland’s peaks and pastures, The Alpina Gstaad gives you access to fine dining, high-end shopping, and world-class skiing. As Gstaad’s first five-star hotel to be newly built in a century, this grand escape has all that you could hope to find at a cosmopolitan mountain resort, from plenty of lounges and terraces with big windows to a poolside garden designed by landscape architect Jean Mus.

Accommodations
Uniquely embodying Swiss authenticity and sophistication, these spacious and welcoming mountain escapes are essentially chic chalet-inspired apartments, featuring genuine period woodwork and stone fireplaces hand-built with local materials. It’s lodge meets luxury, with a sense of serenity and awe-inspiring views of the nearby village or surrounding mountainscapes.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
The hotel boasts two signature dining experiences, both of them Michelin-starred — the unique tasting menu of Restaurant Sommet and the contemporary Japanese cuisine of MEGU. In the winter, delight in authentic Swiss dishes at The Swiss Stübli. Meanwhile, you can enjoy The Alpina Lounge & Bar, Cigar Lounge, and Wine Cellar during the summer and winter seasons.

Activities
Spend the day on dazzling ski slopes or hiking trails before rejuvenating at the world-renowned sanctuary of Six Senses Spa, featuring personalized wellness programs and unique facilities such as a color therapy room and a cave room for couples. For families, there is a private cinema and a Kids’ Adventure Room.
Accommodations
Showcasing the best in British design, these eco-friendly residences boast timber frames and handmade tiles, lending an upscale cabin-like spirit to the property’s relaxed sense of luxury. Local artwork adorns the wooden walls, a comfy bed recharges your senses, and a hot tub livens up your private terrace, making this rustic apartment feel like a secret sanctuary just for you.
Bedrooms: 2

Dining
Savor renowned dishes like Primrose Herd Pork and Falmouth Bay Lobster alongside a well-rounded wine list at Rastella, known for sourcing the West Country’s finest ingredients. For a more relaxed atmosphere, sink into a cozy, fireside sofa at Bar & Lounge and sip on a morning cup of coffee, an afternoon tea, or an evening cocktail.

Activities
After lounging at Gyllyngvase Beach, step into the hotel’s award-winning Linen Rooms Spa for treatments that blend centuries-old techniques and teachings from around the world, ensuring you have the finest wellness experience, from cold stone therapy to hot oil scalp massages to premium truffle facials.
Accommodations
Style like a trendy and comfortable apartment in the city — well-appointed with modern furniture, earthy tones, and elegant touches — your home-like residence comes with a spacious living room, a dining room, and a kichenette, which you can fill up with menu items from the 24-hour room service. Each of the residences welcomes a good amount of natural light, and the larger residences come with Arabian Gulf views.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1-2

Dining
Explore the hotel’s many dining experiences — authentic cuisine at Al Roshinah Kuwaiti Restaurant, an international buffet and an à la carte menu at Flavors Restaurant, light bites with shisha at Anchor Beach Bar, a romantic dinner for a couple with a panoramic view at Sky Lounge, and snacks, desserts, and fresh juices at the Lobby Lounge.

Activities
Relax with a poolside mocktail, ice cream, or a snack, or head to the beach garden, where children enjoy fun games while parents unwind in the relaxing atmosphere of private, air-conditioned tents. Visit the ladies lounge or the sports lounge for more activities while easing your mind with your kids in sight.
Essque Zalu Zanzibar

ZANZIBAR TANZANIA

An intimate boutique destination nestled in a cove on the northeastern coast of Unguja island, Essque Zalu Zanzibar offers warm and welcoming hospitality between lush green forest and turquoise waters. Big and bold is the resort’s theme, from the highest makuti-thatched roof to the sprawling lagoon-style pool. Embrace the culture through Swahili cooking classes and The Zalu Spa’s Maasai Ritual, a multi-sensory body treatment immersed in Maasai tradition.

Accommodations
Choose between three kinds of residences — garden view, oceanside, and seafront — each one boasting a charming dining room, a spacious living room, and a fully equipped kitchen. Each of these personal retreats comes with a balcony or a terrace that features exquisite views and a private plunge pool with a hot tub. In addition to your residence’s butler services, make the most of your stay by hiring a private chef.

Bedrooms: 3-4

Dining
Enjoy this resort’s three picture-perfect dining experiences. Dine on cured meats, crisp salads, fresh seafood, and mouthwatering desserts at Market Kitchen. Kick back with a refreshing cocktail and a creative seafood dish as dhows drift against the sunset at The Jetty. Sit beneath the baobab tree at Baobab Bar and let a mixologist stun you with a specialty drink.

Activities
From village bike tours and dolphin-spotting excursions to kayaking, paddleboarding, snorkeling, and water-skiing, there is plenty to experience at and away from the resort. You also have the chance to stroll the local spice farm or be one of the few seated for the intimate, weekly chef’s table experience.
DUKES Dubai

DUBAI
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Situated on the Palm Jumeirah, DUKES Dubai blends quintessential British hospitality with cosmopolitan Middle Eastern luxury. Take to pampering yourself with a Balinese massage at Dreamworks Spa, an afternoon in the intimate tea or cigar lounge, or a private barbecue between beautiful beach and stunning skyline. For younger guests, there is the DUKESY Kids Club, which offers in-room goodies, movie nights, and activities around the lazy river and the kids pool.

Accommodations
From your contemporary and chic residence, you enjoy uninterrupted views of the Arabian Gulf, enhanced by the mesmerizing Dubai Marina Skyline and the Palm Jumeirah. Each apartment is equipped with a full kitchen or a kitchenette as well as tea-making facilities and a flat-screen satellite television. The one-bedroom residences come with complimentary breakfast and evening drinks each day.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1

Dining
Experience an internationally acclaimed offering of North Indian flavors at Khyber, delight in sumptuous cuts of prime beef at award-winning steakhouse West 14th, or head to the Great British Restaurant to see what the best of British cuisine has to offer, from hearty roasts with all the trimmings to divine dark chocolate fondant.

Activities
Play at the hotel’s private beach and go for a swim in the on-site infinity pool. Beyond the hotel, Dubai is both a thriving commercial hub and a family-friendly paradise, with more than enough to explore, from The Dubai Mall, the largest mall in the world, to The Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest skyscraper.
Accommodations
From the video screen of your front door intercom to your fully equipped kitchen with Miele appliances, you have a top-of-the-line experience. Each residence comes with Versace artworks and bespoke furnishings as well as a signature color palette that you are able to choose. Available in three types — Simplex, Duplex, and Penthouse — your chosen residence offers a view of the creek, the skyline, or an entire panorama.

Bedrooms: 1-6

Dining
Dine on signature Italian favorites at elegant Vanitas, sink into an opulent lounge atmosphere at Mosaico, explore a Michelin-starred chef’s “Taste of Persia” at Enigma, and delight in live music at Q’s. Be sure to experience the vibrant charm of La Vita, the breezy offerings of Giardino, the loungy chicness of Gazebo, and the alfresco dining of Amalfi.

Activities
At more than 930 sq m (10,000 sq ft), The SPA is a destination unto itself. Featuring a spa pool, a sauna, a steam room, a relaxation lounge, and a Moroccan hammam sanctuary, the on-site spa offers everything from oxygen therapy to Arabian rituals that revive your mind and soften your skin.
Accommodations
With floor-to-ceiling windows offering spectacular city views, your residence is a haven for natural light, welcoming sunshine to wash over the fine furnishings and contemporary décor. Sink into the sofa on nights in with the smart flat-screen television and Blu-ray/DVD/CD player. Prepare for the day or get ready for bed in an expansive marble-clad bathroom stocked with amenities by Aveda.

Bedrooms: 1

Dining
Explore a savory, sophisticated take on Chinese cuisine at Luckee Restaurant and Bar, featuring a menu of Guangzhou, Hunan, and Szechuan favorites from culinary superstar Susur Lee. For breakfast and decadent treats, head to Senses Cafe, or take a seat at Wahlburgers for a burger and fries in a sports bar atmosphere.

Activities
Take advantage of the world-class health and fitness center that comes with steam rooms, a lap pool, and a well-equipped gym that includes a personal trainer. Meanwhile, with your ideal location, you can venture out and explore the many nearby attractions, such as Fort York, Rogers Centre, and The CN Tower.
Accommodations

Above the golden beaches of the Pacific Ocean, your artfully designed residence combines coastal elegance with contemporary luxury in a spacious suite that welcomes a cool breeze and the soothing soundtrack of ocean waves. Make a drink at your fully equipped kitchen’s wet bar, soak in your Jacuzzi tub, and sleep blissfully in a plush king-size bed for a truly serene experience.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining

Enjoy a variety of local and international cuisines — Baja-inspired dishes amid an exquisite setting at Anica, seafood favorites and cocktails at Sunset Bar, sushi and salads at outdoor Aqua Grill & Bar, wraps and sandwiches at Deli Café, Mexican and worldly favorites alongside tropical drinks at Lagoon Bar, and light bites and cocktails at Tide Bar.

Activities

Bring out your adventurous side with ATV beach excursions, camel safaris, horseback rides, mountain bike tours, off-road races, sunset cruises, surf lessons, and whale watching trips. You can also bungee jump, scuba dive, snorkel, swim with dolphins, and zipline.

Grand Solmar at Rancho San Lucas Resort Golf & Spa

Offering panoramic views from a 300-hectare (750-acre) private resort community nestled between a rugged cliffside and the glimmering Pacific Ocean, Grand Solmar at Rancho San Lucas Resort Golf & Spa gives you the chance to splash around an infinity pool and lounge in a private cabana with a tropical cocktail or venture into downtown to explore the colorful nightlife scene and do some sightseeing. The ultimate tranquility lies at the on-site spa that overlooks the sea.
Accommodations
In your peaceful villa retreat, you hear the sound of ocean waves and taste the salty breeze as you relax on your terrace, sipping a glass of wine and enjoying delectable dining, courtesy of 24-hour in-room dining. Be at your most relaxed with in-room massages, wet bar concoctions, and lengthy soaks in your Jacuzzi tub, all as picture-perfect ocean views fill your windows.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
Enjoy the resort’s bold flavors of Baja and explore the diverse international menus — grilled seafood dishes at La Roca, Japanese hits and panoramic ocean views at Sushi Lounge, fresh fish and prime cuts at Don Luis, salads and wraps at Las Brisas Snack Bar, comfort food and craft beers at the on-site sports bar, and cocktails at any of the poolside bars.

Activities
There is such colorful adventure to be had on, in, or near the water here— taking a water taxi or a glass-bottom boat to explore the iconic arches, sailing on a 20-m (65-ft) catamaran at sunset with cocktails and live jazz, playing with Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins, or simply lounging on the sand.
Montage Los Cabos

Cabo San Lucas Mexico

In the Twin Dolphin master-planned community on the Baja Peninsula’s Golden Corridor, Montage Los Cabos peacefully sits on 16 hectares (39 acres) overlooking pristine Santa Maria Bay. With access to the only swimmable beach in Cabo San Lucas, your experience at this beachfront oasis is all about comfort and exclusivity, from an array of fitness offerings and recreational lawn facilities to wellness programs and treatments at Spa Montage Los Cabos.

Accommodations
Welcome the salty breeze that tumbles through your coastal desert retreat of indoor-outdoor luxury living, just steps from the gentle bay. Prepare light bites in your gourmet kitchen or on your outdoor grill to enjoy on your expansive terrace with awe-inspiring views. Each bedroom comes with a large patio featuring a daybed and lounge seating, making it the perfect spot to enjoy signature items from the in-room dining menu.

Bedrooms: 2-3

Dining
Explore a creative menu of fresh, authentic dishes that pay homage to Mexico’s history and culture at signature restaurant Mezcal. Be enchanted by Baja-inspired cuisine featuring seafood favorites alongside panoramic Sea of Cortez views at beachfront Marea. If you are in a relaxed mood, order snacks and refreshments from your poolside cabana.

Activities
On such a beautiful coastline, there is a lot to do on or in the water, such as kayaking, paddleboarding, scuba diving, snorkeling, surfing, swimming with dolphins, and whale watching. On land, ride an ATV, take a bike tour, go for a hike, play golf or tennis, do the zipline, or explore the beach on camelback.
Accommodations
At your own private villa, life is as much outside as it is inside. Lounge around the sundeck, relax in the private pool or the hot tub, lie in the hammock, or hang out by the fire pit. If the sun gets to be too much, choose a bottle from your wine fridge, pull the blackout drapes, and sink into the sofa, surrounded by hand-carved furnishings and exotic decorative accents infused with Mexican culture.

Bedrooms: 2-3

Dining
Decide what dining experience suits you — outdoor fine dining overlooking the sea at Los Riscos, authentic Mexican food and décor at Las Marias, local Baja cuisine and fresh seafood at La Trajinera, light bites and cocktails at El Patio, alfresco dining at La Pergola, tacos and tequila at El Edén, Italian-Mediterranean cuisine at Barolo, or Italian specialties at Il Forno.

Activities
Renew your body, mind, and soul at hacienda-style Cabo San Lucas Spa with innovative holistic treatments, many of them derived from ancient rituals and natural elements. Soothe yourself beneath the sun in one of the three outdoor pools, or play pool games and drink at the poolside bar.
Accommodations
Whether you are a family of 10 cooking together in the full kitchen or a couple relying on your private chef for a meal, your residence offers a comfortable experience. Amenities depend on your preference for a loft, a penthouse, or a sizable home, with features ranging from a wraparound terrace to a private terrace with an oversized hammock. Whatever your choice, each of the residences comes with an oceanfront view.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
Explore the resort’s gourmet dining options to find your ideal experience — modern steakhouse dining at La Casona, fresh and creative Italian at Davino, Mexican cuisine with regional specialties at Zamá, Japanese favorites at Hiroshi, light bites and snacks at Bite Bar, café go-tos at Palmita Market Deli, or an international buffet at Caprichos.

Activities
From kayaking, paddleboarding, and snorkeling to culinary workshops, dancing lessons, tequila tastings, and yoga classes, there is always fun to be had. You can also relax by one of the five swimming pools or sunbathe on the soft, sandy beach peppered with palm trees.
Banyan Tree Mayakoba

PLAYA DEL CARMEN MEXICO

Breezily blending Asian hospitality with the idyllic Mexican landscape, Banyan Tree Mayakoba offers a bounty of freshwater lagoons, natural dunes, and intricate coral reefs on the famed Riviera Maya coast. Surrounded by an arcadia of indigenous fish and bird species in a carefully maintained ecosystem, this sprawling resort delivers excitement and relaxation within a natural atmosphere, with archery ranges, culinary classes, eco-tours, and nature trails.

Accommodations
These tropical all-pool villas range between 255 sq m (2,755 sq ft) and 510 sq m (5,510 sq ft). Seamlessly fusing backyard and indoors, courtesy of floor-to-ceiling windows and sizable sliding glass doors, these breezy sanctuaries offer a mix of amenities, depending on what best suits you, including a kitchenette, a bubbling jet pool, an indoor rain shower with a steam bath, or an outdoor bathtub and shower.

Bedrooms: 3

Dining
Choose from more than a dozen dining experiences, such as northern Italian cuisine and an exquisite selection of wines at Cello or contemporary Thai dishes on a wooden deck overlooking tropical mangroves at Saffron. From a tapas cruise to catch-of-the-day seafood prepared at your villa, this resort’s culinary offerings are bliss.

Activities
Start your day with yoga, spend the afternoon tasting wine and tequila, and wind down your evening with a Balinese massage at Banyan Tree Spa. Be sure to explore the state-of-the-art hydrothermal experience known as The Rainforest, or savor a custom menu on a trajinera boat, drifting through the canals.
Luxury Residences at Garza Blanca Preserve Resort & Spa

PUERTO VALLARTA
MEXICO

Glistening on a 35-hectare (85-acre) nature preserve, nestled between the stunning Sierra Madre Mountains and the sparkling Pacific Ocean, Luxury Residences at Garza Blanca Preserve Resort & Spa is a paradise for anyone in search of both modern luxury and alluring nature. An all-encompassing coastal playground, this sophisticated resort invites you to lounge in multiple infinity pools and let the spa's highly trained staff guide you through a lavish hydrotherapy circuit.

Accommodations
Offering breathtaking views of the ocean, the jungle, or the mountains, your well-appointed residence is a welcoming private retreat of cozy interiors and soothing outdoor spaces. Lounge in a sun chair on your terrace, cook up a storm in your stylish chef's kitchen, make yourself a drink at your wet bar, or sink into your deep soaking or whirlpool tub after a day of local exploration.

Bedrooms: 1-4

Dining
At Bianca Blue Restaurant and Lounge, avant-garde fine dining comes with Mexican flavors and oceanfront views. At BocaDos STK, dine on modern steakhouse favorites while overlooking Banderas Bay. At Aquazul, relax in a poolside bar and lounge setting above the white-sand beach and delight in simple go-tos that are expertly crafted.

Activities
This resort is a blast for all ages. For adults, there are wine and tequila tastings, paddleboard lessons, kayaking and snorkeling excursions, and Kundalini yoga classes. Meanwhile, kids can learn balloon craft, cupcake decoration, nature photography, origami, and rock painting.
Accommodations
With modern furnishings, retro soul, and a bright atmosphere, your residence provides you with a relaxed retreat, featuring floor-to-ceiling windows and a beautiful desert backdrop. Enjoy in-unit laundry and a full kitchen with a muted palette of browns, tans, and whites with pops of cheerful colors. These suite residences feel like upscale vacation homes, inviting you to follow in the generational footsteps of past globetrotters.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1-3

Dining
With views of the magnificent desert scenery from inside or on the patio overlooking the pool, enjoy seasonal American fare that relies on local, organic ingredients. Meanwhile, Rusty’s at The Short Course is a go-to for breakfast, lunch, and a round of drinks either before or after a round of golf, whether in the stylish lounge or on the shaded patio overlooking the golf course.

Activities
Play The Short Course, a renovated mid-century golf course that has been a longtime favorite of everyone from foreign tourists to Hollywood celebrities. You can also explore the world around you via hiking trails on Camelback Mountain or by making your way through the valley’s cultural and nightlife hot spots.
Accommodations
See what retro chic feels like with the classically cool atmosphere flowing throughout Edward Varney’s Frank Lloyd Wright-era design. Boasting sweeping views of downtown or Camelback Mountain, your charming residence bursts with color and mid-century style. Featuring a full kitchen, a spacious living room, and a full-wall credenza with a vanity and a pull-out desk, your private retreat puts you in local mode right away.
Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
At ZuZu, American comfort food is given an inventive, upscale treatment for breakfast, brunch, lunch, dinner, and happy hour. Working with local farmers and suppliers, this stylishly fun restaurant and lounge recreates the mid-century spirit of a neighborhood grill concept, wowing customers with fine ingredients, mixed cocktails, and good vibes.

Activities
Choose between the fun OH Pool and the tranquil Oasis Pool and cool off in a private cabana’s chaise lounge with a cocktail or by going for a swim amid live music. Venture out to explore the city’s many cultural attractions, such as the Scottsdale Center for the Performing Arts or the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art.
Sanctuary Camelback Mountain Resort & Spa

SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA USA

Find out what it feels like to let go of every hint of stress with a stay at this lavish oasis. Nestled on the northern slope of Camelback Mountain, this serene 53-acre (22-hectare) hideaway lets you explore one of the country’s most beloved spa destinations to its fullest extent. With its full-service salon and spa menus inspired by Eastern philosophies, Sanctuary Camelback Mountain Resort & Spa treats you to a life of lounging beneath desert sunsets.

Accommodations
The most relaxing stay of your life comes courtesy of a deep soaking tub and a private terrace offering panoramic views. Able to sleep a minimum of eight people, these seven gorgeously appointed mountainside estates give you the room you need to be at your most tranquil. Each residence comes with a selection of unique amenities, such as a movie theater, a private pool, a secluded patio, or a tennis court.

Bedrooms: 3-4

Dining
Dine on award-winning, farm-fresh American cuisine with Asian accents from Food Network star and Executive Chef Beau MacMillan at Elements. Hit chic Jade Bar for extraordinary views paired with sublime cocktails made with local fruits, herbs, and vegetables. Be sure to catch “Sundays in Paradise” on Jade Bar’s patio for live music and half-off bottles of wine.

Activities
Venture out to the Cholla Trail or the Echo Canyon Trail for challenging hikes, both within walking distance, then relax and unwind at the spa. Regularly listed as one of the best spas in the country, the Sanctuary Spa offers everything from coconut sumatra body rituals to wild lime scalp enhancements.
Montage Beverly Hills

In the palm-lined Golden Triangle, Montage Beverly Hills is quite the scene — terracotta roofs, lush gardens, and Spanish fountains — a charming recalling of Hollywood’s Golden Age with present-day design and lifestyle. Lounge with a cocktail in a poolside cabana surrounded by rooftop views, pamper yourself at the spa with a session in the mineral wellness pool, or shop world-famous Rodeo Drive and Melrose Avenue.

Accommodations
Exquisitely appointed with views of the Hollywood Hills filling the windows, these residences balance timeless grandeur with modern sophistication. Estate-quality furnishings and a welcoming penthouse vibe flow throughout your 4,695-sq-ft (435-sq-m) retreat, where you can dine in your full-service gourmet kitchen and choose from the potentially more than 600 bottles in the private wine cellar.

Bedrooms: 3-4

Dining
Enjoy the seasonal influences woven throughout the modern American cuisine featured at The Restaurant. Find yourself feeling at home with rich selections of wine and cocktails amid intimate furniture arrangements at The Bar. Delight in fresh and healthy California favorites with a view at The Rooftop Grill.

Activities
One of Southern California’s largest and most luxurious spas, Spa Montage Beverly Hills featuring L.RAPHAEL is a 20,000-sq-ft (1,860-sq-m) urban oasis offering holistic wellness therapies, cutting-edge fitness classes, and world-class salon services. Experience a truly fascinating pampering experience with anti-gravity therapies and a diamond facial.
Accommodations
Live your best wine country life by spreading out across 2,400 sq ft (225 sq m) of well-appointed indoor living space and more than 1,400 sq ft (130 sq m) of private landscaped grounds. Relax beneath 16-ft (5-m) ceilings beside a wood-burning fireplace, or take a nap in the cabana lounge on your second-level sundeck that overlooks your private courtyard of teak furniture.

Bedrooms: 2-3

Dining
At Farm Restaurant, relish some of Napa Valley’s best fine dining amid fireplaces, dramatic lighting, and a cathedral ceiling. At Boon Fly Café, start your day with signature donuts and end it with a gourmet hamburger. Of course, you can always choose in-cottage dining to enjoy a meal in bed or on your private patio, under the stars.

Activities
Take advantage of such a renowned food and wine destination by signing up for cooking classes, winery tours, and olive oil tastings. Work it off later with a complimentary yoga class or a workout at the 3,000-sq-ft (280-sq-m) fitness center, or head to Spa at Carneros for an aromatherapy-infused massage.
Accommodations
Your residence is the 10,000-sq-ft (930-sq-m) gem of Ojai known as Casa Elar. Resembling a Tuscan villa, this private oasis features large seating areas and an expansive kitchen with Butler and service pantries. There is also a massage room, a barbecue terrace, an elevator, and a dozen fireplaces, plus an outdoor pizza oven. Gorgeous antiques and local art pieces are found throughout, adding a sense of home to the luxury.

Bedrooms: 4

Dining
Explore the divine menu of traditional and modern Italian at renowned Olivella. Drink from an extensive wine collection at the restored Wallace Neff Heritage Bar. Savor locally sourced meals beneath a pergola overlooking 200-year-old oak trees at The Oak. Enjoy a light and healthy breakfast or lunch at Spa Café. Sip a cocktail at lively Jimmy’s Pub.

Activities
You can have any kind of experience you want, from beekeeping workshops, “drive-inn” movies, jeep tours, outdoor concerts, sound therapy sessions, surf lessons, treasure hunts, wine tastings, and yoga classes to golfing, hiking, horseback riding, kayaking, paddleboarding, rock climbing, and whale watching.
Dolphin Bay Resort & Spa

PISMO BEACH, CALIFORNIA
USA

On the California coast, just minutes from the renowned wine regions of Edna Valley and Paso Robles, Dolphin Bay Resort & Spa makes an ideal destination for a romantic weekend, a family vacation, or an executive retreat. Explore local museums, state parks, and wineries, or go kayaking, paddleboarding, or surfing. Treat yourself to a BIOTEC facial, an infrared sauna treatment, a yoga session, or custom massage therapy at The Spa at Dolphin Bay.

Accommodations
Whether facing the ocean or overlooking the pool, your residence provides you with a well-furnished living room, a cozy dining room, and a gourmet kitchen with signature appliances. In some residences, you can lounge beside a fireplace or in a jet-air soaking tub. Make your residence feel even more like home by checking out a board game, along with popcorn or hot chocolate, at Guest Services.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
Head to Lido at Dolphin Bay to indulge in one of the area’s most sought-after culinary offerings, reflecting the region’s spirit and history. With a wine cellar of more than 800 local and international wines, each bottle is expertly selected to pair with dishes for you to enjoy alongside sweeping views of the Pacific Ocean.

Activities
Spend your day at one of the three outdoor barbecues before playing lawn games such as bocce ball and ladder golf, and then cozy up for stargazing over wine and a roaring fire pit come nightfall. You can also take the nearby bluff-top path to Shell Beach to explore a unique setting of tide pools and wildlife.
The Sunset Marquis Hotel and Villas

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA USA

For more than 50 years, The Sunset Marquis Hotel and Villas has been a high-profile sanctuary with a rock ‘n roll soul. Throughout the years, the hideaway-meets-hot-spot on the famous Sunset Strip has been a go-to destination for ‘80s hair metal bands, ‘90s alternative musicians, and today’s top stars. Spread across more than three acres (one hectare) of lush gardens and featuring two heated pools, as well as the legendary Nightbird Recording Studio, this place is Los Angeles magic.

Accommodations

Designed like a chic Hollywood dream, your Spanish-style villa is complemented with a contemporary dining room, while select villas also boast a fully equipped kitchen. Elegant and spacious at up to 1,800 sq ft (170 sq m), along with a sprawling 3,200-sq-ft (300-sq-m) Presidential Villa, each residence delivers a unique experience with features ranging from a grand piano to a private screening room.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining

At beautiful and romantic Cavatina Restaurant, enjoy market-fresh cuisine with locally grown ingredients and a selection from the wine list, one of the city’s largest at more than 2,000 bottles. At Bar 1200, settle into a cozy and swanky atmosphere with a good cocktail and proper tunes, whether it’s live music or your own playlist coming from the speakers.

Activities

When not exploring the Morrison Hotel Gallery, treat yourself to a full celebrity treatment with Rock Star Services at the on-site spa, where you can maximize vocal strength through an acupressure point and craniosacral massage and receive a complimentary shot of Scotch during a hot stone body treatment.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA USA

For more than 50 years, The Sunset Marquis Hotel and Villas has been a high-profile sanctuary with a rock ‘n roll soul. Throughout the years, the hideaway-meets-hot-spot on the famous Sunset Strip has been a go-to destination for ‘80s hair metal bands, ‘90s alternative musicians, and today’s top stars. Spread across more than three acres (one hectare) of lush gardens and featuring two heated pools, as well as the legendary Nightbird Recording Studio, this place is Los Angeles magic.

Accommodations

Designed like a chic Hollywood dream, your Spanish-style villa is complemented with a contemporary dining room, while select villas also boast a fully equipped kitchen. Elegant and spacious at up to 1,800 sq ft (170 sq m), along with a sprawling 3,200-sq-ft (300-sq-m) Presidential Villa, each residence delivers a unique experience with features ranging from a grand piano to a private screening room.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining

At beautiful and romantic Cavatina Restaurant, enjoy market-fresh cuisine with locally grown ingredients and a selection from the wine list, one of the city’s largest at more than 2,000 bottles. At Bar 1200, settle into a cozy and swanky atmosphere with a good cocktail and proper tunes, whether it’s live music or your own playlist coming from the speakers.

Activities

When not exploring the Morrison Hotel Gallery, treat yourself to a full celebrity treatment with Rock Star Services at the on-site spa, where you can maximize vocal strength through an acupressure point and craniosacral massage and receive a complimentary shot of Scotch during a hot stone body treatment.
Accommodations
Retreat to the mountains in style with a Broadmoor Brownstone, a Broadmoor Cottage, or The Broadmoor Estate House. Broadmoor Cottages meld cosmopolitan elegance and rustic warmth with high-beamed ceilings and stone fireplaces. Broadmoor Brownstones offer mountain views from chic living spaces. The Broadmoor Estate House features an opulent dining room, a gourmet kitchen, and expansive areas for entertaining.

Bedrooms: 1-8

Dining
With more than 20 on-site restaurants and lounges, many of them award winners, the hotel presents you with a sensational culinary adventure. Explore the area’s best offerings, from authentic Italian cuisine at romantic Ristorante Del Lago to the seasonal fine dining of Penrose Room, the state’s only Forbes Five-Star and AAA Five Diamond restaurant.

Activities
Adventure is to be had at every corner of this sprawling getaway. Choose from an unmatched selection of activities for every age and interest, including fishing excursions, guided hikes, horseback rides, rock climbing lessons, an award-winning tennis program, and some of the finest championship golf in the country.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO USA

Welcome the spirit of the West by exploring the picturesque mountains, streams, and canyons surrounding this legendary resort. The Broadmoor places top-notch luxury amid a dynamic and largely untouched landscape. Sitting at the base of Cheyenne Mountain and along the shores of Cheyenne Lake, only miles from downtown Colorado Springs, your stay here means you can experience everything from the Garden of the Gods to the United States Olympic Training Center.
Accommodations
Become a slope local with a residential suite that provides you with ample room for larger groups. Featuring a fully equipped gourmet kitchen as well as a fireplace and a balcony with mountain or valley views, each of these private escapes bestows upon you an atmosphere of rustic elegance. You have all the calming comforts of home, from plush pillows to comfortable, contemporary furniture.

Bedrooms: 1-4

Dining
Favoring local, organic, and sustainable foods, this resort offers dining options for every palette, whether it’s a spread of tapas and a bottle of wine at Leonora or a small plate paired with a craft cocktail at Frost. The in-room dining menu is not to be overlooked, with menu items ranging from quinoa pancakes to short rib hash.

Activities
Take on the pristine wonderland that makes up one of the country’s most beloved winter destinations by skiing, snowmobiling, ice climbing, and dog-sledding. Come summer, it’s time for biking, golfing, hiking, kayaking, and whitewater rafting. Whatever the season, you have the opportunity to rejuvenate at the serene Bloom Spa.
With a gas fireplace, an oceanfront balcony, and plenty of breathtaking views of the Long Island Sound, your villa residence by the sea offers a dreamy coastal escape. Feel at home with luxury spa showers and a gourmet kitchen of state-of-the-art appliances. If you prefer more space, take up at one of the two beach houses, featuring direct beach access and large windows that welcome the salty breeze.

Bedrooms: 2-3

Dining
Savor bold and creative takes on Old World favorites at Dattilo Fine Italian. Catch a game or live music amid the classic New England tavern vibe of Seaview Bistro. Indulge in casual fare with outdoor views at laid-back Sunset Bar & Grill. Be sure to explore the hotel’s famous Sunday Brunch and make it to Vista Mare or Julia’s Beach Bar for a drink.

Activities
Head to The Spa at Water’s Edge for everything from body wraps and polishes to massages, facials, and wax services. Given the hotel’s location in one of the country’s fastest-growing wine regions, you can take the Connecticut Wine Trail and stop off in the historic town of Essex.
Hyde Resort & Residences

HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
USA

Designed by Brazilian architect Debora Aguiar, this AAA Four Diamond coastal gem offers residences of natural wood and stone, high-end décor, and atmospheric light. Make the most of the sprawling grounds at Hyde Resort & Residences with a dip in either of the two ocean-view infinity pools, complete with a sundeck and private cabanas, or a workout at the fitness center, with its cardio theater and studio for Pilates and yoga.

Accommodations
Read the country’s top magazines and newspapers while stretched out on a comfortable and contemporary European designer couch with ocean views filling the surrounding floor-to-ceiling windows. Relax in the chic bathroom’s soaking tub or rinse off a day at the beach in the glass shower, all before ordering tapas from on-site eatery Terrazas Waterfront Dining & Cocktails or making a bedtime snack in the fully equipped gourmet kitchen.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
Find a sunset seat at Terrazas Waterfront Dining & Cocktails to enjoy a worldly menu with local flavors and delicacies while listening to live music and sipping on cocktails from skilled mixologists. Only steps away is ETARU Hallandale, an exciting hot spot that transforms from beach club to Robatayaki restaurant come sundown.

Activities
At Eména Spa, the area’s premier eco-friendly wellness destination, you are welcomed into a sanctuary that offers everything from aromatherapy massages to laser hair removal. There is a great deal to explore around the resort, such as boating and golfing as well as world-class dining, shopping, and cultural centers.
Accommodations

Truly feel the warmth of your home away from home with colorful décor and comfortable design. From lounging on your spacious private balcony to sinking into your cozy sofa for movie night, you are surrounded by upscale finishes and a sense of functionality. Ideal for couples and families alike, embrace a life of ease with a fully equipped kitchen and complimentary valet parking.

Bedrooms: 1-6

Dining

Enjoy a true variety of dining experiences — signature steakhouse fare with stunning views at Eleven, authentic Italian bistro dishes at formal Forte, regional cuisine and comfort food at The Clubhouse, appetizers and freshly prepared sushi at The Grande Lobby Sushi Bar, poolside favorites and happy hour at The Cove at Seven Eagles, and all-American casual-style food at The Grill at the Water Park.

Activities

With biking, bocce ball, pickleball, and tennis, there is always a good time to be had here. Embrace relaxation with a pampering of body and facial treatments or salon services at the spa, or play out a dream at the only U.S. location that has signature golf courses by Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, and Tom Watson in one place.
Accommodations

Featuring interiors by Clodagh Design, your residence comes with floor-to-ceiling windows that welcome plenty of sunlight and a balcony offering dynamic views of Biscayne Bay and the Miami skyline. For stays of 30 days or longer, your chic retreat includes valet parking, kitchen stocking, and priority reservations at Quinto La Huella, the first outpost of Uruguay’s world-famous eatery Parador La Huella.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining

From a wood-fired oven to a sushi counter, the hotel’s authentic Uruguayan eatery Quinto La Huella is an exciting, down-to-earth outdoor experience. You can also head to Sugar, an Asian-influenced restaurant and bar on the 40th-floor rooftop of the hotel, or Domain, the lobby café and bar offering light bites with wine and cocktails.

Activities

Keep your energy levels up at the hotel’s innovative fitness center BEAST (or Body by EAST), and welcome the city’s endless sunshine by lounging around 20,000 sq ft (1,860 sq m) of deck space, featuring four separate areas that include a lap pool, a spa pool, a cold plunge pool, and a hot tub.
Accommodations
A modern design with a muted color palette, your residence provides you with the space you need for a relaxing stay in the city — separate living and dining areas, a full-size washer and dryer, a powder room, and a full kitchen that can be stocked upon request. Each night, you sink into a pillow-top mattress with a European-style duvet, so you can wake up refreshed for another day of exploring the Big Peach.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
Treat your tastebuds to the inventive, contemporary twists on Southern cuisine at Livingston, a restaurant fueled by early 20th-century glamour and 21st-century culinary philosophy, available for room service. Be sure to spend an afternoon or an evening at Edgar’s Proof & Provision, a warm and welcoming neighborhood drinkey known for its cocktails and small plates.

Activities
From the home of Gone With the Wind author Margaret Mitchell to the Fox Theatre of the Roaring Twenties to the civil rights exhibitions of the King Center, Atlanta is boiling over with enough history to keep you a local. Likewise, visit High Museum, The Georgia Aquarium, or The World of Coca-Cola for unique fun.

The Georgian Terrace
ATLANTA, GEORGIA USA

At the epicenter of Midtown Atlanta’s arts and culture scene, The Georgian Terrace is a 20th-century, beaux-arts beauty that invites guests to experience the bounty of Southern hospitality. Within two mi (three km) of so many beloved Atlanta attractions, the hotel’s complimentary shuttle service makes it easy for you to take in all of the city’s breathtaking history, wondrous entertainment, and enchanting culinary scene.
Montage Kapalua Bay

LAHAINA, MAUI, HAWAII USA

Drenched in island sunshine on the northwestern shore of Maui, Montage Kapalua Bay is an idyllic 24-acre (10-hectare) haven sitting atop picturesque Kapalua Bay. Whether you want culture, adventure, or both, you can fill your days with a variety of activities, from luauas, ukulele lessons, and culinary tours to catamaran excursions and helicopter tours. A huge hit is Spa Montage Kapalua Bay, inviting you to highly personalized treatments using local ingredients.

Accommodations
Embrace tranquil island life with spacious living rooms and bedrooms that welcome the sweet Hawaiian breeze. Find it easy to gather and relax with your private lanai, your fully equipped kitchen’s wine cooler, and an indulging of first-class in-room dining. Before heading to bed to rest up for another day of excitement, take your time in your marble bathroom’s deep soaking tub.

Bedrooms: 1-4

Dining
With Kapalua Bay as a mesmerizing backdrop, celebrate Hawaii’s cultural influences and freshly prepared, locally sourced meals at soulful Cane & Canoe. Stop in on Sunday mornings for brunch and a bloody mary bar. For local fare with a fun setting, make your way to Hana Hou Bar to be charmed by skilled bartenders who know the history of the resort and the island.

Activities
Known for being one of the world’s top golf resorts, the resort offers two championship golf courses — The Bay Course and The Plantation Course — surrounded by white-sand beaches, coastal hikes, and marine sanctuaries. There is much more to do as well, such as hiking, horseback riding, snorkeling, or ziplining.
Accommodations
Find yourself charmed by cozy and contemporary townhomes, or sink into the lodge-meets-estate atmosphere of the luxury cabins, cottages, and vacation homes. Colorfully well-appointed, your residence offers total Appalachian splendor, from butler service to a 10-option pillow menu. With views of the Allegheny Mountains, your exquisite home away from home boasts modern amenities while being surrounded by wildlife and woodland.
Bedrooms: 2-3, 5-6

Dining
Savor masterful farm-to-table fine dining with a Moulin Rouge backdrop at critically acclaimed Lautrec, where a sommelier pairs your meal with selections from the 1,200-bottle wine list. Delight in modern, nature-focused cuisine at Aqueous, an innovative eatery inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright. Dine on fine cuts of meat with a good whiskey at Rockwell’s.

Activities
Have the experience of a lifetime by fly fishing and clay shooting at the Nemacolin Field Club, woven throughout 140 acres (57 hectares) of woodlands, valleys, and pastures in the Laurel Highlands. Explore the Wildlife Academy for trail rides and tours and the Adventure Center for biking, off-roading, paintballing, and ziplining.

Nemacolin Woodlands Resort
FARMINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA USA

Majestically spread across 2,000 acres (810 hectares) in the gorgeous Laurel Highlands, Nemacolin Woodlands Resort offers a stylish escape surrounded by a lush wooded landscape. From off-road excursions and animal safaris to award-winning golf, fine cuisine, and sumptuous spa treatments, this secluded retreat delivers an all-encompassing experience. The hotel is also very pet-friendly, so much so that there is a partner “hotel” called Nemacolin Wooflands Pet Resort & Spa.
Montage Palmetto Bluff

BLUFFTON, SOUTH CAROLINA USA

Set within a 20,000-acre (8,094-hectare) community, Montage Palmetto Bluff boasts an extensive nature preserve with walking trails, two vibrant villages, a marina, and a Jack Nicklaus signature golf course. Let the kids join in on all the fun with Paintbox, the resort’s exclusive children’s program featuring nature hikes and scavenger hunts, while you indulge in an indigenous spa experience of body and facial therapies as well as salon services.

Accommodations
Feel your muscles slow as you sink into your residence’s comfortable furniture surrounded by Carolina Lowcountry. Designed in classic colonial style and bursting with Southern charm, your rural retreat offers cozy amenities, from a fireplace to a soaking tub. Whether you choose a Montage Residence or a village home, your hideaway comes with views of the forest or the inland waterway. 

Bedrooms: 1-4

Dining
Embrace the resort’s renowned dining experience with a multitude of options — seasonally inspired cuisine at Octagon Porch, casual Southern cuisine at Buffalo’s, river-to-table favorites at Canoe Club, sandwiches and salads at Canteen, regional comfort food at Cole’s, light poolside fare at Fore & Aft, shareable bites and cocktails at Octagon Bar, and after-dinner drinks near a fire pit at River House Lounge.

Activities
From kayaking and paddleboarding to boat excursions, scenic dolphins tours, and private charters of a restored 1913 yacht, this coastal haven is your ticket to enchantment. Hit the Wilson Lawn and Racquet Club, the Palmetto Bluff Shooting Club, the Boundary Bowling and Game Room, or the Palmetto Bluff Conservancy.
HOUSTON, TEXAS
USA

Situated at the epicenter of Houston’s famous Galleria and River Oaks shopping districts, The Post Oak Hotel at Uptown Houston offers an ultra-luxury, high-rise getaway surrounded by a 10-acre (4-hectare) complex of signature restaurants, boutiques, a spa, a salon, and a two-story Rolls-Royce showroom. For the ultimate high-end experience, arrive in style by chartered helicopter to the private helipad atop the hotel.

Accommodations
Ranging from 1,000 sq ft (95 sq m) to 2,000 sq ft (185 sq m) and offering unmatched views of downtown, full kitchens, five-fixture bathrooms, oversized walk-in closets, sophisticated amenities and services, these residences boast an abundance of space in an extravagant setting. With close proximity to Uptown Park and downtown attractions, the best of Houston is at your immediate disposal.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
Enjoy highly acclaimed cuisine at Mastro’s Steakhouse, contemporary seafood dishes at Willie G’s Seafood, locally inspired cuisine at Bloom & Bee, elevated comfort food at Craft F&B, Parisian-inspired indulgences at Bouchée Patisserie, and exotic cocktails and sushi at H Bar. The Cellar features 30,000 bottles across 3,000 labels from 25 countries.

Activities
Unwind in a private cabana or The Library, featuring a curated collection from Assouline. Pamper yourself at the salon or indulge in the spa’s serene atmosphere with the latest body treatments. The 29 North boutique offers retail therapy with men’s and women’s ready-to-wear from unique vendors.
Overlooking historic Park City, Montage Deer Valley is an authentic yet refined mountain retreat, known for being one of the country’s best ski resorts with the largest spa in the state. One of nature’s finest playgrounds, the majestic area offers year-round excitement, such as hiking, mountain biking, and outdoor concerts. Back at the hotel, Spa Montage Deer Valley provides an alpine oasis of redwood saunas, jetted whirlpools, and a celebrated salon.

Accommodations
Located on the upper six floors of the hotel, the residences’ design reflects the relaxed and refined lifestyle of a ski-in, ski-out home in the mountains. Boasting incredible views alongside fully outfitted gourmet kitchens, your residence ensures that you feel cozy and comfortable. Keep in mind that in-room dining is available 24 hours, so you can have everything from a hearty breakfast to a sumptuous dessert and nightcap.  

Bedrooms: 1-4

Dining
At signature restaurant Apex, dine on finely and freshly crafted breakfast foods, rich and complex lunch favorites, and a dinner concept featuring elegant and progressive twists on steakhouse classics. Meanwhile, you can savor fine seafood and custom rolls at Yama Sushi or let Burgers & Bourbon hit the spot with handcrafted American classics.

Activities
Well known as a winter haven, the hotel offers skiing, snowboarding, snowmobiling, and dog-sledding as well as an alpine coaster and a snowy zipline tour. In the warmer months, try archery, go biking, play golf, or float through the sky in a hot air balloon. There is also kid-focused amusement, such as Powder Park and Camp Compass.
Accommodations
Modern design meets country elegance at these spacious multi-story cabins, tucked away in picturesque forestscapes, giving you total privacy. Natural light pours in through north-facing windows to bring out the stunning wooden interiors of each vaulted living space. Choose from seven types of mountain homes, each one captivating with its own personality.

Bedrooms: 1-7

Dining
See why this resort considers food to be an art form by exploring its variety of restaurants and bars, each with a distinctive menu and atmosphere. Enjoy seasonal cuisine in a romantic setting at Tree Room, gourmet sandwiches and wraps at The Sundance Deli, cocktails and live music at Owl Bar, and hearty, down-home favorites at The Foundry Grill.

Activities
At this destination resort, you can explore miles of the spectacular outdoors year-round. Bike, fly fish, hike, ride horses, or take an art workshop in the warmer seasons. When the cold comes, it’s time to ski, snowboard, or sign up for a night owl adventure or a ziptour above a snow-covered Mount Timpanogos.

Sundance Resort
Nestled in Provo Canyon, an hour southeast of Salt Lake City, Sundance Resort has everything you need to create a story worth sharing. Founded in 1969 by actor Robert Redford, this striking collection of mountain escapes is surrounded by a dynamic natural playground, perfect for the outdoorsy type. Feel one with nature and rejuvenate your mind, body, and spirit, thanks to complimentary ski lift passes as well as daily yoga and meditation classes.
The Lodge & Spa At Brush Creek Ranch

SARATOGA, WYOMING
USA

Your Western experience unfolds across 30,000 acres (12,140 hectares) of Rocky Mountain wilderness. The Lodge & Spa At Brush Creek Ranch gives you the chance to unwind beneath an endless sky and experience life on a working cattle ranch. From hand-hewn log buildings to outdoor experiences that include horseback riding on miles of trails and fly fishing in crystalline waters, this majestic destination delivers the inspiring adventure of a lifetime.

Accommodations
Inspired by the original homestead's design and architecture, cabin residences are outfitted with modern amenities and lavish accents to deliver the ultimate in comfort. Each detail contributes to a setting of rustic elegance, making for an unforgettable getaway. From cowhide leather chairs to inlaid buffalo nickels, each detail has been chosen to accentuate the spirit of the West and enliven your stay.

Bedrooms: 2-3

Dining
The resort’s gourmet culinary experiences are inspired by Western heritage, from an expertly prepared campfire feast under the stars at Creekside Dinner Camp to a multi-course dinner at the stately Trailhead Lodge. The Farm at Brush Creek, the newest addition, unveils a true seed-to-table dining experience that showcases the freshest ranch-sourced cuisine.

Activities
Unleash your Western spirit and stock your itinerary full of experiences from adventuring on the aerial ropes course and ziplines to hiking and biking in the Medicine Bow National Forest or relaxing in the full-service spa. Once the snow falls, it’s time for Nordic skiing, snowshoeing, and snowmobiling.
EXPERIENCE REWARDING TRAVEL – ONE UNFORGETTABLE ADVENTURE AT A TIME.

Get rewarded to do what you love – travel. Sign up for the free I Prefer℠ Hotel Rewards loyalty program from Preferred Hotels & Resorts to get exclusive Member Rates, points for each stay, and benefits including room upgrades at more than 650 independent hotels worldwide. Leave the ordinary behind. Enroll now to experience rewarding travel.
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I PREFER MEMBERS ENJOY PERKS WITH EVERY STAY

Exclusive Member Rates | Room upgrade* | Earn points for free nights
Priority early check-in, late check-out* | Complimentary Internet

*Based on availability at check-in
PRIVATE YACHT CHARTERS
Andara Resort & Villas

PADDLEBOARD EXCURSIONS
Grand Isle Resort & Spa

FAMOUS GOLF COURSES
The K Club

BIKE RIDES
Carneros Resort and Spa

BEEKEEPING WORKSHOPS
Ojai Valley Inn

WATER PARKS
Reunion Resort, A Salamander®
Golf & Spa Resort

UNIQUE CULINARY EXPERIENCES
Banyan Tree Mayakoba

DESTINATION WEDDINGS
Las Terrazas Resort and Residences

MICHELIN-STARRED RESTAURANTS
Finca Cortesín Hotel, Golf & Spa

SPA DAYS
Sanctuary Camelback Mountain Resort & Spa

FAMOUS GOLF COURSES
The K Club

FAMILY FUN
Montage Palmetto Bluff
At Preferred Residences, longer stays mean you create and curate the life you want. You have time for your adventurous side to run wild, your epicurean interests to be satiated, and your tranquil spirit to find a new favorite corner of the world, be it a country garden, a jungle treehouse, a private beach, or an urban terrace. This is your home with surprises — a dynamic routine in an exotic destination. Each morning, you wake up to an exciting view with the opportunity to fill your day with invigorating experiences that celebrate the richness of life. Live your best life with more color.
Go beyond simply visiting the corners of the world and embrace a life of knowing your most beloved destinations inside and out. Apartment Residences give you the chance to live like a local, ensuring that you feel right at home, miles away.

Live like a member of the neighborhood as the lights of a twinkling skyline dot the floor-length windows of your residence’s cozy, chic living room. Fill your chef’s kitchen with alluring aromas, whether you decide to try a new recipe with ingredients from the nearby market, order fabulous room service to be served at your dining room table, or stroll to the eye-catching café down the road, a local favorite for takeout.

Designed with countless scenarios in mind, our transformative collection of Apartment Residences delivers comfort and convenience for any occasion — a solo traveler spanning the globe for business, a couple sizing up romance in their favorite city, or a small family ready to explore a new world of culture. Feel like a valued hotel guest with the independence you want and the privacy you prefer.
8 on Claymore

SINGAPORE

Near the charming bustle of Orchard Road, 8 on Claymore is surrounded by hip eateries, malls, and entertainment venues. Only a five-minute walk to Orchard MRT station, this collection of serviced residences has everything you need to live like a local. Whether you choose a studio, a two-bedroom, a three-bedroom, or a penthouse, you have access to the Residents’ Lounge, which serves a daily breakfast buffet and works as an extension of your living room.

Accommodations
Minimalist chic meets stylish comfort at these contemporary residences, designed with simple, clean architectural lines and neutral palettes. With housekeeping services, modern kitchen appliances, and a washer and a dryer, it is a breeze to settle in. Start the day with a cup of coffee from your in-room Nespresso machine and end it with a relaxing rinse in your rain shower.

Bedrooms: Studio, 2-3

Dining
With breakfast covered by the Residents’ Lounge, lunch and dinner are often savored at next door’s Carousel, an all-day, buffet-style eatery serving up Asian and Mediterranean flavors. Various dining options, from local favorites to Michelin-starred eateries, are just around the corner.

Activities
From Merlion Park to the National Museum of Singapore, there is a great deal to see while here, indoors and outdoors alike. Explore nature in the city by visiting Jurong Bird Park or the Singapore Botanic Gardens, or venture into ION Orchard, the country’s first multi-sensory experiential mall.
100 Luxury Suites

BOGOTÁ
COLOMBIA

Just steps from the World Trade Center Bogotá, 100 Luxury Suites provides an ideal location for executives and long-stay tourists alike. Lending itself well to a sophisticated lifestyle, the hotel’s modern, well-appointed accommodations provide a retreat near parks and must-experience restaurants and bars. Explore the charming neighborhood or lounge in your residence, enjoying a remarkable view of the city against the Andes Mountains.

Accommodations
Settle into a sophisticated atmosphere of soothing colors, exquisite furnishings, and an abundance of natural light. It’s a breeze to feel at home with luxury bedding and a spacious kitchen, dining room, and living room. If you are traveling as a couple, choose an extra engaging experience plan, so your stay comes with bonuses such as red roses, bottles of wine, boxes of chocolate, and in-room breakfast buffets.

Bedrooms: 1-3

Dining
Head to the Café Bar Lounge for delectable cuisine amid a stylish and refined atmosphere of royal purple and cream accents, or venture out to the area’s hot spots for a variety of experiences, such as regional culinary favorites at Club Colombia, Creole dishes and live music at Andres Carne de Res, and fresh seafood by candlelight at La Fragata.

Activities
Only moments away from charming boutiques and modern malls, you can utilize the hotel’s private car and van service to explore Zona T’s nightlife. Experience notable museums as well, such as the Colombian National Museum, the Botero Museum, and the Museum of Gold.
Accommodations
Boasting vibrant colors and cheery views, your serviced apartment welcomes sunlight to pour over its contemporary furnishings and across its hardwood oak floors. Each residence comes with heated bathroom floors to keep you comfortable as well as a fully equipped kitchen for a sense of home. Your in-room amenities vary upon your request, from plants and flowers to a washing machine.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1

Dining
For beloved Italian dishes amid a rich atmosphere, head to Vapiano. Offering indoor and outdoor seating for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, the eatery’s ideal on-site location provides you with exquisite views of the city and Wienerberg’s green landscape. Vapiano delivers room service as well, so you can enjoy all your favorites in the privacy of your residence.

Activities
Found on the first floor, the 2,000-sq-m (21,530-sq-ft) fitness center keeps you fit for city exploration. To venture out, use Vienna with Locals for unique city tours or talk to the concierge team to set up recreational activities. Meanwhile, City & Country Club Wienerberg is only a 10-minute walk away and rather ideal for golf.
AKA Marylebone

LONDON, ENGLAND
UK

Nestled within charming and vibrant West End in a 1920s-era building, AKA Marylebone is surrounded by spirited cafés and boutiques, while being within walking distance to Hyde Park and Regent’s Park. Specializing in extended stays of a week or longer, this dashing hotel welcomes you to a stylish stay where you always feel taken care of, from a 24-hour front desk to same-day dry cleaning and laundry services.

Accommodations
Embrace fine living with luxurious bath amenities, bespoke furnishings, and gourmet kitchens featuring granite countertops and stainless steel appliances. Meticulous daily housekeeping ensures your suite residence stays welcoming from start to finish. Be sure to utilize the resident services team for local restaurant recommendations and deliveries to make in-room dining feel like a five-star experience.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
In place of a hotel restaurant, the surrounding neighborhood is a feast for the taking. Sketch is as much a go-to spot for fine cuisine, afternoon tea, and evening cocktails as it is art and music. Ralph’s Coffee & Bar provides shared plates, coffee, and delectable drinks with a sophisticated, country club-like atmosphere.

Activities
With an ideal location to start any adventure, you can stay local or explore the city at large. For an afternoon of art, stroll through the world-renowned British Museum or the 25 galleries of The Wallace Collection. For a day of browsing, head to Selfridges, the city’s first port-of-call for stylish shopping.
CitySuites Manchester

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND
UK

Surrounded by major business centers, shopping boutiques, and the spires of the city’s cathedral, CitySuites Manchester is your destination for a roomy home away from home in a captivating and charming neighborhood. With dry cleaning and laundry services as well as valet parking, your long-term stay here is a breeze. For anything else you may require, talk to the 24-hour reception desk staff, whether you have a request or need a recommendation.

Accommodations
Find yourself more relaxed than ever by rinsing off in a rain shower, lounging on a cozy sofa with seemingly endless streaming entertainment, and sleeping between the crisp Egyptian cotton linens of your king-size bed. With a fully equipped kitchen and a dedicated dining area, your residence gives you the choice of picking up local takeout or cooking up a family favorite.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1-2

Dining
Explore the city’s fine dining by having the reception team make reservations at the many exquisite and diverse bistros, such as Brasserie Abode, Manchester House, and The French. It is a quintessential Manchester experience to eat well, so treat your tastebuds to a tantalizing assortment of delicacies.

Activities
Stay fit at the state-of-the-art gym or in the 20-m (60-ft) swimming pool, or relax in the spa pool. To see your surroundings, stroll through renowned retailers like Harvey Nichols, Louis Vuitton, and Selfridges. To explore more of the city, head to the Manchester Victoria train station.
Accommodations
Modern and functional in design, making it a favorite of business travelers, your apartment residence comes with a stylish dining room and a fully equipped kitchen facility that features a washing machine. While cooking brings a comforting sense of home, you can fill up your kitchen with delectable dishes courtesy of room service and indulge in the minibar.

Bedrooms: 2

Dining
Dine on culinary delights that combine African and Western tastes at The Grillroom and Lounge. From continental buffet breakfasts to à la carte options for lunch and dinner, the restaurant provides an engaging experience with views of the pool area. In the evening, the eatery transforms into a glamorous whiskey, wine, and cocktail bar.

Activities
Treat yourself to massage therapy and skin care at Lurra Spa, or take to the fitness center, surrounded by floor-to-ceiling windows. Meanwhile, with a year-round tropical climate, the surrounding area is meant to be explored, from beaches such as Bojo, Labadi, and White Sands to destinations like the Achimota Golf Course and Kazum National Park.
Accommodations
Spacious living areas and meticulous housekeeping ensure a breezy stay, enhanced by a cozy fireplace and a private balcony or terrace in most residences. Granite countertops and stainless steel appliances grace your fully equipped, gourmet kitchen, featuring a quaint, adjacent dining area as well. An in-suite washer and dryer and your bathroom’s double vanities make you feel at home.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
It can be hard to pass up in-suite dining when it comes courtesy of nearby Spago, the flagship bistro of celebrity chef Wolfgang Puck. If you are ready to explore, there is plush Mastro’s Steakhouse and upscale Italian eatery Il Pastaio, along with the many Beverly Hills hot spots of the surrounding Golden Triangle, all within walking distance.

Activities
It wouldn’t be a true stay in Beverly Hills without taking in all that Rodeo Drive has to offer, from designer boutiques to hip eateries beloved by celebrities. At the hotel, the communal terrace’s fire pits make for lovely lounging and the 20-seat, private theater is not to be missed.

AKA Beverly Hills

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
USA

Surrounded by high-end shopping, world-class dining, and plenty of palm trees, life is good at AKA Beverly Hills. While ideally located at the intersection of Crescent Drive and Wilshire Boulevard, the hotel’s a.fitness, a.lounge, a.cinema, and dedicated doorman ensure that the red-carpet treatment doesn’t end. With a minimum of seven nights, each experience here is as exclusive and personalized as you desire, and with limo service or a complimentary Tesla house car, you can always venture out in style.
Resting on the iconic Sunset Strip, AKA West Hollywood gives you unparalleled views of Los Angeles, whether you are in a modern residence or a celebrity-worthy penthouse. Specializing exclusively in stays of 31 days or longer, these personality-packed apartments, designed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, in partnership with Lorcan O’Herlihy Architects, are stylishly furnished in an environment that makes you feel right at home.

Accommodations
Find yourself embracing the life of a Hollywood insider with a loft-like apartment, fashionably decorated in bespoke furniture and lighting imported from Italy. Drape yourself across a chic yet comfortable sofa as California sunshine pours in through the floor-to-ceiling windows, filling your residence with a warmth that will have you debating a return home.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1-2

Dining
Dine on casual French cuisine at on-site restaurant Tesse, or explore the many hip eateries surrounding you like a true Angeleno. Satisfy your tastebuds and culinary bucket list with farm-to-table plates at Eveleigh Restaurant, the freshest buffalo mozzarella at Obicà Mozzarella Bar, and thin-crust pizza and homemade pasta at Serafina Sunset.

Activities
Ideally situated between Beverly Hills and the famous Hollywood theaters, giving you close access to several cultural landmarks and museums, AKA West Hollywood is home to a vibrant retail plaza that includes iconic lifestyle brands Fred Segal and KITH LA, along with boxing-inspired fitness studio Rumble.
Accommodations
Your residence feels top of the line in every aspect, from its modern bathroom featuring marble flooring and walls to its state-of-the-art kitchen’s limestone countertops and stainless steel appliances. Settle in for relaxing afternoons and nights with the flat-screen television and its premium HBO cable package. With a penthouse suite, you can enjoy a spacious terrace and an outdoor dining area.

Bedrooms: 1-2

Dining
Located just off the lobby, a lounge is your on-site destination for morning coffee and evening cocktails. With such a warm and welcoming atmosphere, it’s hard not to take up a seat near the open fireplace and custom zinc bar to enjoy a glass of wine. For meals, a number of culinary hot spots are within walking distance.

Activities
Keep yourself energized at a fitness, one of the most high-tech gyms in the city, or lounge inside a cinema, a sleek on-site movie theater. Meanwhile, given the location, there is a great many attractions to see, such as the Lincoln Memorial and the National Mall.
AKA Central Park

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
USA

In glittering Manhattan, AKA Central Park stands as your well-designed home base just off Fifth Avenue and 58th Street. Staying near many legendary landmarks of the world’s most exciting city, you have the ideal experience, whether you are in town for business or leisure. From a business center and a conference room to an expansive gym run by an award-winning fitness consultant, this big-city escape ensures that you have everything you need.

Accommodations
From luxurious oriental St Laurent stone flooring to exotic Macassar ebony wood, your residence offers a home away from home with upscale details. Its chic palette of whites, grays, and blacks presents a soothing ambiance, so you relax by practically sinking into your couch to enjoy the complimentary premium cable package. For the ultimate experience, check into one of the penthouses or sky suites.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1-2

Dining
Head to a.cafe for breakfast, lunch, or a European-style espresso, and take a seat at a.lounge to enjoy a residents-only lounge offering of craft beers, cocktails, wines, and the lounge’s exclusive vodka, a.vod. For additional meals, check out the seafood fare of Petrossian and the iconic Rainbow Room on 30 Rockefeller Plaza’s 65th floor.

Activities
Watch films on the deluxe screen of the quaint and cozy a.cinema, or take advantage of AKA’s partnership with NOMI Beauty for hair and makeup services. Exploring the area makes for good fun, from the world-famous Museum of Modern Art to notable Fifth Avenue shops such as Bergdorf Goodman.
In a pre-war building bordered by the East River, AKA Sutton Place is your gateway to Manhattan’s Upper East Side. Ideal for both short-term and long-term stays, this boutique retreat in Sutton Place, one of the city’s most exclusive neighborhoods, places you near envious fine dining and stunning architectural landmarks. With a serene and intimate atmosphere throughout, this collection of residences and its gracious staff ensure that all your needs are met.

**Accommodations**
Spacious and spectacularly designed accommodations of vibrant whites and tans award you a sense of tranquility, complemented by rich mahogany floors, coffered ceilings, and abundant natural light. Your residence has plenty of room, from generous closets to a sizable, gourmet kitchen that features sub-zero appliances and granite countertops. Select residences feature terraces and solariums, a rare treat in Manhattan.

*Bedrooms: 1-2*

**Dining**
Head to a.lounge, the hotel’s very own bar and lounge, for soothing ambiance and a well-curated selection of wine and cocktails beside a spectacular marble bar and an open fireplace. For full meals around the neighborhood, savor the Chinese cuisine of Mr. Chow or the steakhouse offerings of Smith & Wollensky.

**Activities**
Keep active with a workout at the 24-hour fitness center or a few laps in the heated indoor pool, or sink into an oversized reclining seat for a movie at a cinema. You can always explore your colorful surroundings, whether beholding the fine art of Sotheby’s or shopping at the nearby Bloomingdale’s, more than 150 years old.
Steps from iconic attractions such as Radio City Music Hall and Rockefeller Center, AKA Times Square puts you in one of New York City’s most vibrant and thrilling areas. In an 1893 building designed by famed architect George Keister, this Theatre District hotel provides you with a unique retreat. From fresh grocery delivery to personal training and in-suite massage therapy, the 24-hour resident services team is ready to handle whatever it is you need.

**Accommodations**
In the big city, you can retreat to a calming, sophisticated space that features a sleek design of whites and grays. Sleep well in lavish Egyptian cotton linens on an exclusive REM mattress, and enjoy making the most of your state-of-the-art kitchen, featuring quartz countertops and stainless steel appliances, including a sub-zero refrigerator. Order in-suite dining for an especially relaxing evening.

**Bedrooms:** Studio, 1-2

**Dining**
Start your day 13 stories up with a coffee and stunning views from the floor-to-ceiling windows or the 1,000-sq-ft (95-sq-m) deck. For delectable cuisine, explore the neighborhood, or find yourself charmed next door with a spot at one of the city’s poshest steakhouses, Hunt & Fish Club. You can also settle in at Barbetta, a century-old restaurant still owned by the family who started it.

**Activities**
Designed by internationally renowned designer and architect Piero Lissoni, a.lounge is a dynamic 3,000-sq-ft (280-sq-m) bi-level amenity space that includes a Technogym fitness center, a media nook, and intimate seating areas to lounge and hang out. Be sure to make it to Broadway and The Museum of Modern Art.
AKA United Nations

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
USA

In the historic Turtle Bay neighborhood, AKA United Nations is your home away from home for both short-term and long-term stays, giving you the chance to explore boutiques, fine dining, and renowned cultural landmarks. From the welcoming lobby to the living room-inspired lounge and adjacent garden, this boutique retreat offers the kind of light-filled rooms that make New York City feel magical. Talk to the 24-hour resident services team about everything from personal training to fresh grocery delivery.

Accommodations
Your sophisticated suite comes with a private balcony and skyline views, giving it the breezy allure of open space. Inside, your state-of-the-art kitchen boasts stainless steel appliances and granite countertops, so any meal prepared or in-suite dining ordered is presented with everything you need. Likewise, your marble bathroom sports a glass shower enclosure, so you have plenty of room.

Bedrooms: 1

Dining
Here, you are in the right neighborhood to eat and drink. For a good meal, from prime steaks and whole lobsters to award-winning wines, take a seat at The Palm Too, or settle in for a modern vibe with American fare at The Smith. For a good cocktail, head to The Campbell, a refined bar named after a Jazz Age financier who turned his office into a bar.

Activities
Keep active with a personal training session at a.fitness, or find a spot in the café seating of a terrace and lounge beside the tranquility garden and fire pit. Just be sure to swing by NOMI Beauty for salon services before heading out to explore the city.
Accommodations
Light-filled with refined furnishings and hardwood floors, your downtown residence provides a bright, spacious, and serene retreat in the big city with incredible views. Use the room-darkening Mecho shades to maintain a softer atmosphere, in case it’s time to explore the premium cable package. To have your kitchen filled with groceries or to set up in-room dining, talk to the resident services team.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1-2

Dining
As a guest, you receive priority seating at Blue Ribbon Federal Grill, the hotel’s popular restaurant serving breakfast, brunch, lunch, dinner, and happy hour. Delight in a cup of gourmet coffee or tea at a.lounge, the neighborhood’s first all-season rooftop lounge and terrace, where you can enjoy a film in the evening.

Activities
Use the cardio theater or relax with a private therapeutic massage at a.fitness, or go for salon services at NOMI Beauty. Once you feel keen for adventure, venture out to explore the notable nearby sites, such as Battery Park and One World Trade Center.

AKA Wall Street
NEW YORK, NEW YORK USA

In the Financial District of Lower Manhattan, AKA Wall Street specializes in weekly and monthly stays for domestic and international travelers alike. Near world-class cultural, dining, and shopping experiences, as well as a public transportation hub connected to more than 10 subway lines and 30 bus routes, this stylishly designed urban escape puts you where you need to be to start any adventure in the Big Apple.
AKA Rittenhouse Square

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA USA

Step beyond AKA Rittenhouse Square’s magnificent beaux-arts façade and into the contemporary interiors of this majestic and historic landmark. Whether you are staying short or long term, this stylish urban retreat invites you to spend your time reading or sunbathing in the park, window shopping along well-known fashion hot spot Walnut Street, or having the staff set up sedan or limousine service for you to better explore the local nightlife.

Accommodations
From its elegant and spacious living room to its lavishly appointed bathroom, your residence provides you with a welcoming sense of comfort. Enjoy a fantastic meal of in-room dining or cook up an afternoon or midnight snack in your state-of-the-art kitchen, featuring stainless steel appliances, granite countertops, and espresso cabinetry. Meticulous housekeeping keeps your residence looking brand new.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1-2

Dining
Immerse yourself in bistro spirit at a.kitchen, the hotel’s well-known and well-loved restaurant serving small plates and traditional lunches or dinners. The hotel also plays host to critically acclaimed hot spot a.bar. For local culinary exploration, check out steakhouse Barclay Prime or go for tapas and martinis at The Continental Mid-Town.

Activities
Stay fit and energized with a workout at a.fitness or a session of relaxation therapy with an in-suite massage, so you can be ready to properly explore the many attractions around you, such as Independence Hall, the Liberty Bell, and Reading Terminal Market.
Found on the upper 18 floors of Cira Centre South, AKA University City invites you for an extended stay in an innovative “vertical neighborhood.” Embrace your vibrant, comprehensive experience as a guest, whether by taking in spectacular views from your living room, lounging at the one-acre (half-hectare) elevated park, strolling along the Schuylkill River Trail, or exploring the city with the hotel’s own Tesla house car.

Accommodations
With soaring ceilings, dazzling panoramic city views, and interiors designed by world-renowned Lissoni Associati, your residence has a dream-like aesthetic. Natural light pours in across your open kitchen and Italian white oak flooring for a sincere sense of open space. Rest well each night, sinking into Egyptian cotton linens, and wake up for the day refreshed with a rinse in the bathroom’s glass-enclosed shower.

Bedrooms: Studio, 1-2

Dining
Indulge your foodie heart at Walnut Street Café, brought to you by Michelin-starred visionaries and known for its accessible American menu, terroir-driven wine list, and inspired pastry program. Outside the hotel, head to City Tap House for great beer and great food or futuristic Asian restaurant Pod for high-end sushi and Pan-Asian fare.

Activities
Explore Level 28, an entire amenity floor dedicated to guest wellness, entertainment, and business. Swim the expansive, glass-enclosed, Olympic-sized pool, work out in the state-of-the-art Technogym fitness center and yoga area, improve your swing at the 3D golf simulator, or lounge on the outdoor terrace with a spot near a fire pit.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dubai</td>
<td>DUKES Dubai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai</td>
<td>Palazzo Versace Dubai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH AMERICA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toronto, Ontario</td>
<td>SoHo Metropolitan Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabo San Lucas</td>
<td>Grand Solmar at Rancho San Lucas Resort &amp; Spa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabo San Lucas</td>
<td>Grand Solmar Land’s End Resort &amp; Spa Cabo San Lucas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabo San Lucas</td>
<td>Montage Los Cabos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabo San Lucas</td>
<td>The Residences at Hacienda Encantada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancún</td>
<td>Luxury Residences by Villa del Palmar Cancun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playa del Carmen</td>
<td>Banyan Tree Mayakoba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puerto Vallarta</td>
<td>Luxury Residences at Garza Blanca Preserve Resort &amp; Spa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paradise Valley, Arizona</td>
<td>Mountain Shadows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottsdale, Arizona</td>
<td>Sanctuary Camelback Mountain Resort &amp; Spa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Hills, California</td>
<td>AKA Beverly Hills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverly Hills, California</td>
<td>Montage Beverly Hills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Napa, California</td>
<td>Carneros Resort and Spa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ojai, California</td>
<td>Ojai Valley Inn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pismo Beach, California</td>
<td>Dolphin Bay Resort &amp; Spa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Hollywood, California</td>
<td>AKA West Hollywood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Hollywood, California</td>
<td>The Sunset Marquis Hotel and Villas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Springs, Colorado</td>
<td>The Broadmoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vail, Colorado</td>
<td>The Sebastian – Vail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westbrook, Connecticut</td>
<td>Water’s Edge Resort and Spa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>AKA White House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollywood, Florida</td>
<td>Hyde Resort &amp; Residences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kissimmee, Florida</td>
<td>Reunion Resort, A Salamander® Golf &amp; Spa Resort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami, Florida</td>
<td>EAST, Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta, Georgia</td>
<td>The Georgian Terrace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii</td>
<td>Montage Kapalua Bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>AKA Central Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>AKA Sutton Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>AKA Times Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>AKA United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>AKA Wall Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmington, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Nemacolin Woodlands Resort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>AKA Rittenhouse Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>AKA University City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluffton, South Carolina</td>
<td>Montage Palmetto Bluff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston, Texas</td>
<td>The Post Oak Hotel at Uptown Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park City, Utah</td>
<td>Montage Deer Valley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundance, Utah</td>
<td>Sundance Resort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saratoga, Wyoming</td>
<td>The Lodge &amp; Spa At Brush Creek Ranch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNITED ARAB EMIRATES**

**Dubai**
- DUKES Dubai
- Palazzo Versace Dubai

**NORTH AMERICA**

**CANADA**
- Toronto, Ontario: SoHo Metropolitan Hotel

**MEXICO**
- Cabo San Lucas: Grand Solmar at Rancho San Lucas Resort & Spa
- Cabo San Lucas: Grand Solmar Land’s End Resort & Spa Cabo San Lucas
- Cabo San Lucas: Montage Los Cabos
- Cabo San Lucas: The Residences at Hacienda Encantada
- Cancún: Luxury Residences by Villa del Palmar Cancun
- Playa del Carmen: Banyan Tree Mayakoba
- Puerto Vallarta: Luxury Residences at Garza Blanca Preserve Resort & Spa

**UNITED STATES**
- Paradise Valley, Arizona: Mountain Shadows
- Scottsdale, Arizona: Hotel Valley Ho
- Scottsdale, Arizona: Sanctuary Camelback Mountain Resort & Spa
- Beverly Hills, California: AKA Beverly Hills
- Beverly Hills, California: Montage Beverly Hills
- Napa, California: Carneros Resort and Spa
- Ojai, California: Ojai Valley Inn
- Pismo Beach, California: Dolphin Bay Resort & Spa
- West Hollywood, California: AKA West Hollywood
- West Hollywood, California: The Sunset Marquis Hotel and Villas
- Colorado Springs, Colorado: The Broadmoor
- Vail, Colorado: The Sebastian – Vail
- Westbrook, Connecticut: Water’s Edge Resort and Spa
- Washington, D.C.: AKA White House
- Hollywood, Florida: Hyde Resort & Residences
- Kissimmee, Florida: Reunion Resort, A Salamander® Golf & Spa Resort
- Miami, Florida: EAST, Miami
- Atlanta, Georgia: The Georgian Terrace
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